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Turn on the Ampex AG-440B and listen:

Perfect silence.
Switch to record: no pop.
Hit the stop: no pop.
Go from rewind to stop: no tape shrieking.
The Ampex AG -440B is so mechanically quiet
some engineers use it in the same room with
live microphones. It's so electronically quiet
you can forget about switching pops.
That's why, in its own quiet way, the AG -440B
has become the standard of excellence.
Ampex quality is featured throughout: Rigid diecast frame. Modular design with front -mounted
circuit boards. Individual torque motors control

MEW

tape tension. Easy changeover from quarter inch to half -inch tape.
The AG -4408 is also one of the most versatile
recorders you can buy. Console. Portable. Or
rack installation. Start with one channel. Build
up to four or more. It's the perfect reproducer
for the future four channel stereo.
To hear other quiet reasons why the AG -440B
can be your best recorder /reproducer buy, and
how you can put it to work for you for as little
as $50 a month, give us a call. (415) 367 -4400.
Or write Ampex Corporation, Professional Audio
Division, M.S. 7 -13, Redwood City, Calif. 94063.

AMPEX

Ampex creates perfect silence.
The Ampex AG -4408 recorder /reproducer.

See us at the A.E.S. Show, May 4 -7, Los Angeles Hilton (Booth 92 -96)
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A most vital subject to audio piofessionals everywhere is the topic of a
multi -part article beginning next month.
The author is W. Dixon Ward of the
University of Minnesota and his subject is titled HEARING Loss AND AUDIOENGINEERING. \Vedonot wish to frighten
you, but you may just reflect a hit
when you learn the relationship between the volume levels sometimes
found in monitoring rooms and irretrievable hearing loss. This is must
reading for all audio pros.
Sidney Feldman himself an outstanding recording engineer reports on
a meeting at which the topic was
PHONOGRAPH
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Letters
The Editor:
Mr. Smith's A Phono Reproduction
Preamplifier (db Dec. 1969) deserves
added comment.
The noise formula presented is valid
for noise voltage from a finite sourceresistance and clearly indicates that
noise increases with source resistance.
It is quite misleading as presented, however, since several very important fac-

tors are completely ignored.

It implies that noise

is zero if source
resistance is zero -quite so if the amplifier is noiseless. But real -life amplifiers
are not noiseless and system noise is

lowest when amplifier and source are
optimized for the application. Mr.
Smith gives sole credit to the low
source resistance and fails to consider
the intrinsic noise sources within the
amplifier, such as 1/F or "flicker"

Robert Bach

noise measurements are meaningless:
I couldn't agree less! If phono preamps

are designed to standards, then standard noise measurements made on them
are conventional.
We are soon to release a new preamp
with unweighted noise more than 80dB
below program level, RIAA response
within 0.5dB and the below 0.035 per
cent. Anyone who knows how can
measure or compare. Mr. Smith's
article would have been immensely
more valuable had he included industry recognizable performance specifications.
As it now stands, it appears more a
promo for Ortofon and Spectra -Sonics
than a serious professional presentation.
If the product is good, then why not
show how good?
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Most cartridges are designed for high
impedance with good reason -high output voltage. Certainly, thermal noise
increases by the square -root of resistance, but so does the voltage! What
better way to over -ride amplifier noise?
Amplifier input impedance is not a
problem since it is usually necessary to
add resistance to properly terminate the
cartridge.
Practical limits are determined by
cable lengths and the capacitive loading
of the source at high frequencies. Is
there real disadvantage in locating the
preamp within a few feet of the cartridge? It is interesting to note that
Ortofon furnishes a step -up transformer
with their cartridge. If the purpose of
the article is to promote physical distance between cartridge and preamp,
then it should be so stated.
The noise formula defines thermal
noise from a resistance, not an inductance. How then, can we use the impedance of the cartridge? It's the resistance of the source, not the impedance,
that determines the noise. If you rewind
the coil to he non -inductive, the impedance will approach zero but the
noise will remain the same- because
the resistance is the same.
Mr. Smith refers to "response -to
300 KHz." (without equalization) and
"down below 10Hz." Honestly, now,
who can hear 300 KHz? What use is
unequalized response in a phono pre amp? And what "program" material is
down at 10Hz? RIAA Response is
quoted, yet RIAA also recommends
rolloff below 30Hz. to reject sub-audible
response.
" . .the true test of low -noise performance is to. ..listen to the surface
noise. .
.
I couldn't agree more!
But previously he says "conventional"

Mr. Smith responds:
I would like to make the following
clarifications concerning my article in
the December 1969 issue of db Magazine. I believe my statement on page
25 concerning the 2 -ohm cartridge
impedance and the 3 ohm amplifier
impedance was misleading. I had meant
to say that the 2 -ohm cartridge impedance and the 3 -ohm output impedance of the 104 preamplifier card
will permit long connecting lines without hum pickup and high frequency
attenuation. Actually, the 2 -ohm cartridge impedance works into a 600 -ohm
input impedance on the 104 card. The
signal voltage is developed across the
600-ohm input impedance while the
noise voltage is developed across the
2 -ohm cartridge impedance.
The noise formula presented is for
noise voltage from a finite source resistance. The Ortofon SL -15 cartridge
is of the moving -coil type and is resistive
in its impedance characteristic within

the audio spectrum. While it is true
that a transformer inside the cartridge
will increase the cartridge output voltage to improve the signal -to -noise performance of the preamplifier input
stage, the detrimental effects on ambient
pickup, distortion, phase shift, and high
frequency attenuation produced by the
transformer must be considered. The
prime intent in the design of the preamplifier described in my article was
not only to improve signal -to -noise performance but to drastically reduce distortion. The low cartridge and amplifier
output impedance permit long cable
runs providing an added feature.
(Continued on page 57)
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At Gotham Audio,
we have
a lot to talk about
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You're looking at only a few of our conversation pieces.
Altogether, we have about 300 different kinds of professional sound products. Ranging from microphones to
tape timers. Reverberation units to tape recorders. Loud1.1
speakers to flutter meters. And even $70,000 studio
consoles.
The names on all this equipment? They're worth shouting about. Because, they're without question the top manufacturers in their fields
companies that
have consistently led the advancement of the state of the art.
We speak
with pride of such companies as Beyer. EMT. Studer. And, of course,
Neumann. (Gotham has been the sole U.S. distributor of Neumann microphones for more
than a decade.)
If it's delivery and service you want to talk about,
we have happy words for you there, too. Words like
AUDIO CORPORATION
2 West 46th Street. New York. NY 10036 12121 00 54111
N.
1710
Laerea
Avenue.
Hollywood, CA 90046 (2131 6744444
quick. When promised. And on time.
In Canada: Mar Electronics Ltd.
Try us. You'll see. We're not talking through our hat.
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HcAucio
Engincors Hanc000k
HAVE YOU CHECKED 6ATELY LATELY?

GEORGE ALEXANDROVICF'

GATELY AUTHORIZED DEALERS
NEW ENGLAND

AUDIO ENGINEERING LAB.
107 Main Street
Mechanic Falls, Maine 04256
AUDIO SHOWCASE, INC.
347 Whalley Avenue
New Haven, Conn. 06511

MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES
BOYNTON STUDIOS
118 Brook Street
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
GATELY ELECTRONICS

Hillcrest Avenue
Havertown, Pa. 19083
57 W.

HARVEY RADIO CO., INC.

West 45th Street
New York, N.Y. 10036
2

SONOCRAFT CORP.
29 W. 36th Street
New York, N.Y.
U.S. RECORDING

1347 S. Capitol Street
Washington, D.C. 20003

SOUTH ATLANTIC STATES
BROADCAST DISTRIBUTORS
Bible Place
Cleveland, Tenn. 37311

MID WEST
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING & SUPPLY CO.
712 North Street

Filters in environmental equalizers
The methods of eq ual ization described
up to now have dealt with the shaping
of the extremes of the audio frequency
spectrum. We have mentioned in general
the role of narrow -band or high -Q filters.
In now reviewing basic methods of
equalization, we shall om't sharp cut -off
or band stop filters, since they are more
complex than ordinary single- frequency
tank circuits we are to discuss this
month.
We started discussion of the topic
equalization in sound- reinforcement systems with the premise that we are dealing
with an existing sound system that is
permanently installed. and which is in
need of response modificgtion in order
to achieve higher reproduce levels before
acoustical feedback sets in. In the case
of sound reproduce systems we are
seeking sound more faithful to the
original. We have acoustically measured the frequency response and plotted
the curve. Now we must design equalization for the amplifier system which
should have a mirror image of the
actual response of the system. The
combination of both should approximate flat response. The advantage of
such an approach is that you may end
up needing fewer narrow band filters

(which are harder to design and more
costly) and make more use of standard
tank circuit dip filters in equalizing
gentle rises and dips in response. Inductors for filters should be selected
according to the shape of the curve being
designed for. This is suggested for
purely economic reasons, because chokes
with air cores are many times less costly
than the torroidal inductors required
for sharper filters.
In order to achieve more accurate
equalization you should take as many
readings as possible near frequencies exhibiting peaks when acoustically measuring a room. More accurately drawn
curves will reveal more precisely what
quality filter is required to remove the
peak. automatic plotting machines
sweep through the wnole spectrum,

plotting an infinite number of points
along the response curve. When measuring response using a manually -controlled oscillator, finding and marking
the 3 dB points of every peak will
indicate the Q of the peak and consequently that of filter for all practical
purposes finding the 3 dB points means
finding the frequencies two on both
sides of the peak by adjusting the
oscillator frequency until the reading is

Circle 15 on Reader Service Card+www.americanradiohistory.com
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GILL CUSTOM HOUSE, INC.
1043 E. 95th Street
Chicago, III. 60919
J. C. GORDON CO.
2831 Hampton Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

KLOPF AUDIO VISUAL CO.
5045 N. Main Street
Dayton, Ohio 45415

MIDDLE SOUTH
ACCURATE SOUND CO.
1311 W. Beauregard
San Angelo, Texas 76901
GULF SOUTHWEST INC.
1320 Motor Circle
Dallas, Texas 75207

UNIVERSAL MAGNETICS
2600 Stemmops Freeway -Suite 180
Dallas, Texas 75247
UNIVERSAL MAGNETICS
3915 Dacoma -Suite D
Houston, Texas 77018
WEST COAST- MASTER DISTRIBUTOR
SONIC ARTS CORP.
665 Harrison Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94107

DEALERS
JERRY LAMB AUDIO SALES & SERVICE
405 -17th Avenue, S.W.
Puyallup, Wash. 98371

QUANTUM ELECTRONICS
1530 Cravens Avenue
Torrance, Calif. 90501
MAGNETIC TVI
716 North La Brea
Hollywood, Calif. 90038

SONIC ARTS CORP.
665 Harrison Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94107

IMAGINATION + RESEARCH = BREAKTHROUGH
GATELY BUILDING BLOCK CONSOLE MODULES
At last, a breakthrough in sophisticated audio console construction. Gately Electronics proudly announces its new building

block concept, the most important innovation since the introduction of the "strip ". A development made possible by Gately
imagination, research, and technical know -how.
Whether your console application is recording tomorrow's far out sounds, staid theater arts, deafening rock sound reinforcement, or creative motion pictures, the Gately Series Eight
console building blocks are for you. These building blocks are
a new approach to console construction, not another "Me Too"
module.
Now you can start with an 8 input -2 output console and expand it to 24 inputs, for 8 or 16 track work, merely by adding

the appropriate Gately Series Eight building blocks. All the
sophisticated features so necessary in today's applications are
standard: panning, equalization on every channel, choice of
7 different peaking frequencies (5 high, 2 low), full 8 channel
program assignment with solo, 2 or 4 channel echo assignment,

.

.

.

A GIANT STEP FORWARD

!

full mix down facilities to stereo and derived mono, and slide
attenuators with optional cue. All these and many more features are included in this new approach.
The Gately Series Eight components reduce console interwiring
between modules up to 75 %, substantially lowering the cost of
the finished console and permitting sophisticated console construction and wiring by the average studio engineer.

addition, these consoles feature the very latest in integrated
127 dbm and output is in
is
excess of +24 dbm.
In

circuit design. Guaranteed noise

-

So whatever your console application may be, check with your

dealer or with Gately Electronics and find out how Gately Series
Eight building blocks can do a job for you. You'll discover that
you can meet your own individual console requirements with a
system that is both surprisingly inexpensive and easy to build

-as easy as

ABC!

GATELY ELECTRONICS
57 WEST HILLCREST AVENUE, HAVERTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA

... have you

checked Gately lately?
www.americanradiohistory.com
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dB lower than the reading at the peak
frequency. The difference in frequencies
of the two 3 dB points is called the
bandwidth of the peak (or the filter).
The smaller the difference the smaller
the bandwidth and the higher the Q.
I.et us first discuss basic tank circuits
for medium Q filters. A tank circuit
consists of a capacitor and inductor or
choke. The distinguishing property of
is tank circuit is its ability to resonate
at one certain frequency. This ability to
single curt one frequency out of the band
is for equalization. Because a tank
circuit can offer either very high or very
low conductance at the resonant frequency (depending if it k in a series
or parallel circuit) it can be used fur
either peak or notch filters. The height
of the leak (or notch) can be precisely
controlled by using variable resistance
in shunt or in series with the circuit.
Since a tank circuit consists of an
inductor not easily adjustable to vary
its inductance, it is suggested that
capacitor(s) be adjusted instead so as
to produce the required resonant frequency using stock chokes, rather than
trying to obtain an odd value inductor.
Fur example, let us consider a peak
in response at 2500 I Iz which we would
like to filter out. At hand we happen to
have an assortment of chokes. Inductances range from
millihenry to 1
henry. In order to determine the required capacitance for the resonance of
2500 Hz we use the formula
3

Model B -12 -h

$lo

PRICE 1145".
Now you can have the world
B -12 -h instant start,
professional turntable with
synchronous motor. mini
mum rumble ( -39db) and
rugged. reliable perform-

famous

ance!' Need we say more?

REK-O-KUT
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where I. is in hanries and C is in farads

\Ve solve the equation for C and substitute values
1

t

401'021."

(

2,46 x

4 x 3.142 x 25002 x 0.01

1116

farads or (' = 0.49 µF

Since 0.44F is not a standard capacitor
we parallel two capacitors in order to

obtain the desired capacitance. Two
values can be a combination of 0.224F
and 0.18µF or 0.33 µF in parallel with
0.068 µF which will he well within the
range we are aiming for. Anyone who
knows the prices for special inductors
will appreciate the saving in using two
capacitors instead of a special coil.
If the inductor in the tank circuit
happens to be a plain coil that is wound
on the ar air -core bobbin, you can expect a wide peak. If you are looking for
a narrower peak or dip you will have to
use a torroidal or powdered iron -corecoil form industor. The circuit required
to forni a peak or notch in response is
shown in 114a'RE

1

The four circuits shown have variable
resistors to adjust the amplitude of the
peak produced by the tank circuit.
Let us analyze each circuit separately.
Circuit (A) has a tank circuit in shunt
with the input to the output amplifier.
At any frequency other than resonant,
a tank circuit is almost the same as a
short circuit. Resistors RI and R2 are
as I. pad, producing a certain level drop

AUTO -TEC

"L"

16

This amplifier uses operational record and reproduce amplifiers
discreet bias circuit.
Note the totally interchangeable plug -in
adjustments panel.
All this in a package 6" high x 21/2" wide x 13" deep!

-

INTERCHANGEABILITY OF TAPE WIDTH
'h" 4 -track to 2" 24- track...change -over in seconds...
including "CUE LIFT"
AuTo- Tec's" exclusive tape
lifter assembly.

-

MOTION SENSING*

Electronic tape motion control with second command
memory, prevents tape breakage and controls the
tape lifters.

AuTo -Tec

"S" Mono

-4 -track 'h"

AUTO SYNC*

Remote programmable overdub control.
DUAL CAPSTAN

Provides unerring tape speed and very low wow and flutter.
CHOICE OF TRANSPORT

OVERLAY COLORS

\

durable "formica" overlay

INTERCHANGEABILITY OF HEAD ASSEMBLIES AND TAPE WIDTH
1/4 -track 1/4" to 4 -track 1/2"
DUAL CAPSTAN

(dual hysteresis sync motors)
AUTO SYNC`

*registered and /or patent pending

\

CHOICE OF
TRANSPORT OVERLAY COLORS

durable "formica" overlay

SEE THEM AT THE A.E.S. EXHIBIT May 3 through May 7, 1970
Los Angeles Hilton, Los Angeles, California

BOOTH NO. 45

J® United Research Laboratory Corp.
681 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10022

DEVELOPMENT DIVISION OF UNITED RECORDING LABS. INC.
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All the new quadrasonic stereo systems are dependent upon having
4 in -line channels on a single head.
This is the only way to achieve the
precise track alignment and signal
phasing that are imperative for the
playback of pre- recorded tapes.

Nortronics offers a full line of heads
to meet your requirements in four
channel sound. These heads are
immediately available.
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Figure 2. The results of L -pad manipulation.
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Nortronics or your local distributor.
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North
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55427
8101 Tenth Avenue

Phone (612) 545 -0401

At resonance, the impedance of the tank
circuit becomes very high and produces
a peak in response equal to the loss
produced by the resistive I. pad at other
frequencies. Introduction of the rheostat Rt I negates the action of the
tank circuit. The smaller the resistance
"f Rt 1 the less pronounced the peak.
In circuit (B) the tank circuit is a
series one and presents very high series
resistance at all frequencies other than
resonance. Being a part of the L pad,
the tank circuit produces yen- high
insertion loss for all Ion- resonant frequencies, and the consequent voltage
drop across R3 is very small. Using
Rt 2, the action of the L pad is limited
to the maximum loss produced by the
I. pad when Rt 2 is set for maximum
resistance. Varying the shunt rheostat
changes the loss at all other frequencies,
but leaves the peak level of the resonance at the sanie level. This is demonstrated in FIGURE 2.
In the dip filters of FIGURE 1 circuit
(C) is similar to circuit (A) except that
the tank circuit affects loss of the I. pad
only at the resonant frequency. Series
rheostat Rt 3 introduces finite resistance
in series with the tank circuit. At the
resonance, it softens the action of the
tank circuit.

Circle 16 on l/rvulrr Srrrirr Carl
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Circuit (D) is similar to circuit (B)
but is useful because it varies the dip
at the resonance using Rt 4, without
introducing excessive loss into the circuit. This is contrary to circuit (C)
where there always exists loss (because
of RI in series with the input impedance of the output amplifier introduces
level drop) but circuit D presents less
insertion loss. However, a lot depends
on the amount of filtering it is necessary
to apply and the impedances of the
amplifiers. In addition, the Q of the
coils may affect the loss because higher
Q coils have smaller d.c. resistance.
It is sometimes necessary to have a
broad peak equalization capability.
Insertion of fixed or variable resistance
in series with the inductor would spoil
the Q of the tank circuit and broaden
the peak. If the job calls for a sharper
peak than one possible with the highest
Q inductor, we must look to new
methods of sharpening the characteristics of the filter. One of the established
methods of obtaining sharper filter
characteristics is to use several tank
circuits. The basic principle of this
method is graphically demonstrated in
FIGURE 3 but no detailed discussion is
planned because (aside from the fact
that this method is costly) components
to do the job properly have to be carefully calculated and matched. Remember. values of inductors and capacitors
almost never come out to be an easyto-get standard value. 'There are set
many modern approaches and solutions
to this problem (using operational amplifiers and active filter circuits) that
it doesn't pay to waste time rehashing
circuits of yesterday. Next month we
shall start a review of active filters using
solid -state technology as the basis.
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and. we're the only manufacturer of professional audio consoles that dares offer you such a challenge:
Go ahead and install one of our new 4- track, 8- track, or 16 -track OFF THE SHELF sound
systems. If it does not
outperform every other system of equivalent features, we will fully refund your money.
How can Quad-Eight make such an uncompromising guarantee? We're convinced that our QE1648 (4track),
QE1682 (8- track). and QE2082 (16- track) stock consoles will give you the best performance and the highest
reliability available in the industry at any price (our basic system sells for $16,000 to $25,000). Check around
and you'll find our record is unbeaten.
You may think we have a lot of nerve...you won't be risking anything to find out.
QUAD

-EIGHT

1181U \'OSE STREET

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 91805

PHONE (213) 784.1516
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Conductive

Plastic

Tho
Foco back Loop

Linear
ARNOLD SCHWARTZ

Motion
Fader
MODEL 440
available in
B gang units
same panel size

1, 2, 4, 6,

Infinite resolution -truly stepless
Resistance element material developed for MIL Spec and Aerospace
applications rated in "millions of
cycles" of operation.
Multiple finger, precious metal wipers
Very low noise
Long Life
Adjustable damping
Illuminated scale markings
100,000 hour scale illumination lamps
Internal SPDT switch operates in Off
or Infinity position. Can be used for
"Cue" (Pre listen), or control of scale
illumination, tally lites, etc.
Element and slide mechanism are
dust protected
Special Rulon and Nylon bearings
for smooth action
Polarized, right angle connector, gold
plated contacts
Multi gang units track within ' 0.5 dB
Color coded knobs -five colors

-

Making use of a newly developed, mirror
finish, resistance material which is finding extraordinary success in the precision military and aerospace potentiometer field, Automated Processes has
developed a Linear Motion Fader of
ideal characteristics for the audio industry.
The Model 440 Fader's conductive
plastic element and precious metal
wipers provide very long lite and noise
free operation. The unit is stepless and
provides smooth fading over its entire
range.
Scale designations are illuminated
and provide an attractive appearance
as well as increased readability in low
light level environments.
The slide mechanism is smooth in
operation and is provided with a pressure adjustment to vary the damping to
suit operator preferences.
'Trademark

Studio Systems Wisisim:
AUTOMATED PROCESSES, INC.
35 CENTRAL DRIVE
FARMINGDALE, N.Y. 11735
516- 694 -9212

o
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It is an interesting comment on
"entertainment technology" that when
new media first appear they seem
destined to drastically reduce the role
played by existing forms, and possibly
even to drive the latter off the market
completely. Often the results are quite
different from what is first predicted.
The record industry appeared doomed
by the one -two punch of radio and the
depression. Record sales dropped off
from a high of sixty- million dollars in
1927 to a low of six- million dollars in
1933. Nevertheless, records survived,
and by 1947, the year before the longplaying record was introduced, sales
were two -hundred-twenty -four million
dollars. Current U. S. record sales are
well in excess of one billion dollars.
Radio in its turn appeared to be seriously threatened by television, but is now
the number of
a booming industry;

Card
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stations has increased from less than
three thousand in 1950 to over six thousand today. Television also seemed
to pose a serious threat to the local
movie theaters, and many folded under
the initial pressure of the ubiquitous
home television set. The ghosts of many
former movie theaters appear now as
supermarkets, skating rinks, and decaying buildings. Despite the initial
impact of t. v. local movie houses now
show vigorous activity, and not only
have old theaters revived, but many
new theaters are being built.
All of this is not to say that each
medium has been unaffected by the
wave of competing forms. Radio programming for example, hears little resemblance to pre t.v. days. Sexploitation type films no doubt owe much of
their existence to the strong competition of the television set. It seems

DYNAMIC,

PRESENCE
COMPENSATOR

The Dynamic Presence Equalizer analyzes the
spectral balance of the program to determine the
proportion of energy falling in the presence band of
2 to 4 kiloHertz. This proportion is then compared
against a predetermined value and the amplitude of
the presence band is then boosted as required until
the optimum proportion is reached.
Try the Dynamic Presence Equalizer
absolutely FREE for 30 days. Prove to yourself that it solves
your problems.

-

--

The CBS Laboratories' Dynamic Presence Equalizer solves these and other problems
enhances
the presence of your broadcast signal
gives your
station more punch and penetrating sound.
Speech programming frequently lacks presence
due to inadequate amplitude of speech consonants
caused by such factors as poor mike technique, incorrect equalization or excessive recording levels.
The results
boomy signal and poor intelligibility.

Write or call collect: (203) 327 -2000

aaPROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS

-

CBS LABORATORIES
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
227 High Ridge Road,

Circle

"
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Stamford, Connecticut 06905
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that the establishment of a competing
form has a strong influence on the
established form, but it creates its own
audience while the older medium continues to flourish.
In somewhat the same way tape recording technology appeared destined
not only to replace the disc as a recording medium, but with the introduction of
commercially- recorded cartridges and
casettes also appeared slated to replace
the disc as a play -back medium as well.
Current commercially - recorded tape
sales are estimated to be over a quarter
of a billion dollars, but as we have seen,
the disc continues to prosper and grow.

It is interesting to compare tape and
disc from an engineering point of view to
see just where we stand.
Disc recording, which is another way
of saying mechanical recording, was invented by Edison in 1877- almost one
hundred years ago. In 1887 Emil Berliner invented the disc record and this
invention embodies the basic form of
today's phonograph record. As things
go, the disc has been around a very long
time. The more recent technology of
tape recording encompasses a vast area:
from low -speed cassettes for audio playback to video recording. In the audio
field, for reasons that are too obvious

TOTAL CAPABILITY=

FAIRCHILD

INTEGRA II SYSTEM!
Capability No. 1: Easily integrated audio
components.

Capability No. 2: Simple and efficient
construction.

Capability No. 3: Practically any complex
audio system can be designed.

Capability No. 4: Remote control of audio
functions (optional).

Capability No. 5: Solid -state technology
provides compact, efficient, convenient

:

and economical audio control.

Capability No.6: Unmatched convenience
in maintenance.

Capability No. 7: Advanced light -controlled technology.

Capability No. 8: Complete freedom from
contact noise, distortion, frequency discrimination and mechanical problems.

Capability No. 9: Noise -free and bounce free perfect switching.

Capability No. 10: Space -age standards
of component design and manufacture
assure highest reliability.
:

Capability No. 11: Complete line of accessories.

Capability No. 12: Compatible with your
existing equipment.
For complete details and new colorful
Integra Il brochure write to:

FAIRCHILD
Sound Equipment Corp.
Dept. DB- 4 10-40 45th Avenue
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
01

See us at AES Show Booth 7, 8
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to discuss, tape is the outstandingly
superior medium for recording. In addition, from the professional point of
view tape is clearly superior for such
playback applications as fast action
radio formats that use cartridge machines, and automation. Does the disc
present any advantages to the audio
professional? In at least one area the
answer is yes; the disc is the superior
quality mass- produced playback medium.
This last statement came to mind
recently when I came across an article
in the May 1969 issue of Broadcast
Management Engineering which contained an interview with Everett 13.
Cobb of station KNE \' -F \I in Reno.
Air. Cobb states among other things
that, "A disc. being a mechanical device, is subject to distortion, wear, and
other deficiencies, even using the best
professional turntables and pickups.
Professionally duplicated tape, on the
other hand, is acknowledged the finest
source of mass -produced quality sound
available." Instead of citing bandwidth, distortion, and signal -to -noise
measurements to prove the superiority
of the 33 -1 3 rpm record over the 7!.L
ips recorded tape. I would rather take a
somewhat different approach in cornparing tape and disc.
Which medium has the greatest
capacity for storing information? The
greater the storage capacity of the
medium the greater the capability for
producing quality sound. On this basis
we can compare two -track quarter -inch
tape at 15 in. /sec. to the 33 -1/3 r.p.m.
stereo disc. As a first approximation, we
will say that both the tape and disc
have the same bandwidth and signal -tonoise ratio. The maximum signal level
in each case would be that level where
the distortion reaches a predetermined
amount. The medium which requires
the least area and volume of recording
medium to store the same musical selection has the greater information storage capacity. First we calculate the
area required for one second of playing
time.
' l'ape:

(15 in. sec.) X(1% inch) =3.75
square -inch area for one second

playing time
Disc:
assume 250 lines per inch at
diameter
(33 -1 3)X Or) X(11 in.)

11

-inch

- 0.077 sq.

(60) X(250)

in.
area for one
second play-

ing time

It takes fifty times more tape area
than disc area to play one second of
music. Now let us see what volume of
recorded material it takes for one second
of playing time.

THE

AKG

SII%IPLICITY

C-451E
Microphone

OF
SIMI1 EXING

System

The AKG C -451E may be powered at the
cost of one or two precision resistors: No
separate AC or DC power supplies required nor special "cards" or "central"
power supplies at additional cost.
The microphone preamplifier requires as
little as 7.5v DC and may be operated

common -sense
approach to
phantom
powering.
Just one or
two resistors!
Simple, isn't it?

directly off the standard 24v B+ supply
available in your equipment (or any other
voltage between 7.5 and 52v). The current consumption is only 2.8 mA.
Other features
unique with the AKG system are:
A) Stabilized operating voltage: The DC
supply voltage to the microphone is not
required to be particularly well regulated
nor is it rigidly tied to a specific voltage.
In fact, it may vary by ± 15% since the
C -451E preamplifier will stabilize the
operating voltage. There is no limit to
the number of microphones to be powered off your console.
B) Constant 60 volts polarization voltage: 60 volts is the optimum polarization
voltage for highest performance standards, specifically sensitivity; resulting in
more gain without increase in noise level
and better signal -to -noise ratio. The
C -451E supply voltage is not simultaneously the polarization voltage (too low).
The microphone preamplifier provides a
constant 60 volts polarization voltage
and fluctuation in the supply voltage will

-

not change the output level of the

microphone.
There are no short cuts in the AKG
C-451E circuitry!

No AC power supplies required
No DC power supplies

"central" power supplies
No special "cards"
No

44 Mt.

Operates off any DC voltage between
7.5 and 52v (including the standard
24v available in most equipment).

Stabilizes its own operating voltage,
to maintain constant output level.

Optimum polarization voltage,
for best signal -to -noise ratio.

w
I

MICROPHONES HEADPHONES

HOW DOES IT SOUND?

Interestingly enough, its pick -up characteristics are being compared to the quality previously obtained only with large
diaphragm condenser microphones.
The newly developed CK -1 capsule incorporates a metallic alloy diaphragm (similar to the diaphragm material used in
measuring microphones) and is absolutely smooth between 30-18,000 Hz
with unequaled transient response characteristics and wide dynamic range.
The polar pattern is a true cardioid at all
frequencies with linear off -axis acceptance and a front -to -back discrimination
of 20.30 dB over the entire range.
Last, but not least, a practical and economic modular design permits you to
choose from a variety of interchangeable
capsules with different response characteristics and polar pattern (cardioid,
omni -directional, figure -eight and shot
gun tube).

AKG

DISTRIBUTED By

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CORPORATION
100 EAST
AKG CANADA

DIVISION

OF DOUBLE

2,,d

STREET. NEW VORN. NEW YORK 10017

DIAMOND ELECTRONICS

SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO

-

OFFERS A CHOICE
NOT A STANDARD

Write for complete technical data.
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Tape:
(3.75 in.2) X (0.001 -in.
thick) = 0.0038 cubic inches for
one second of playing

time
Disc:
assume a 0.05 -inch thick disc, and
since there are two sides to the
disc we allow 0.025 for each side
(0.077 inchi) x(0.025 inch
thick) = 0.0019 cubic inches for one
second of playing time
It takes almost twice the tape volume
as it does disc volume to play one second
of music. If we take into account the
exact signal -to -noise ratio and bandwidth the disc would he shown in a

IMPROVED
WESTREX

StereoDisk
RECORDER
introduction of the 3D StereoDisk Recorder, \ Vestrex has followed a program of continuing improvement. There are now enough
significant improvements to merit a change of name. The 3D II, to
point out just a few of the changes, has better sensitivity in the difficult
frequencies. It has exact balance between channels. Its crosstalk is lower and its over -all performance has been greatly improved. Write for
complete details.
Since the

HWesdrex

136 North Las Palmas Avenue
Hollywood, Calif. 90038
1

Phone: (213) 466 -7795
Dv15iU^. O.

LITTON INOVTHIES
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somewhat more favorable light. Mr.
Cobb was actually talking about '73,
in. /sec. tapes (not the 15 in. /sec. tape
used in our comparison above) which
will degrade the tape performance by a
3 dB reduction in signal -to -noise ratio,
and decrease the bandwidth. From this
comparison we can conclude that the
disc has the greater information storage
capacity -and hence has the capability
of producing higher-quality audio.
There are more direct approaches to
evaluating the tape and disc which
would yield similar results. Today tape
recording is in the forefront of modern
technology in many areas. However, in
the field of mass- produced high -quality
audio playback it is still the disc, after
an amazing ninety -three year history,
that comes out on top.

BUILDING
BLOCKS TO
SOUND
SYSTEMS

MOVING?
Have you sent us a change -of- address
notice? It takes time for us to change
your plate so let us know well in advance of your move. Be sure to send us
the complete new address as well as
your old address. Include both zip numbers. Keep db coming without inter-

ruption!

Third -Generation Mixing Desks...
compact and flexible, realistic pricing.
Philips MD Series Mixing Desks
are designed for recording, radio,
TV, film and theatre use
They have

exceptional operational features

track recordings) LJ Current- dependent mixing
Monitoring and
pre -listening provided
Optional
equalizer module, with 4 equalizers,
switchable to 8 input channels
For full data, contact the innovators.

with outstanding specifications and a
price -to- performance ratio unmatched in the industry
Solid
Flexible, easily- serviced destate
PHILIPS BROADCAST
sign based on modular system
EQUIPMENT CORP.
Maximum of 24 inputs to 12 input
Montvale.
N.J. 07645
channels
201/ 391-1000
Up to 4 independent
One Philips Parkway.
output channels (for stereo and multi- A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY
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BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE
A limited number of back issues of db
are available to interested readers who
may have missed or misplaced earlier
issues. When ordering please indicate
date of issue desired and enclose 75c
for each copy.

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT

db-The

Sound Engineering Magazine

980 Old Country Road

Plainview, N.Y. 11803

Down with dB's!
Harvey's has a new motto:
''Down with dB's." Of course we're
referring to those unwanted dB's
of hiss, noise and the like.
And to help fight the
battle against those evil dB's,
we now carry a rather large arsenal
of noise -reduction equipment.
For example, no well -equipped
studio is complete without
a Dolby noise -reduction system (Harvey's is one of the few places
you can get one). The Dolby system is compatible with
any tape recorder,no matter how many tracks it has.
Speaking of well -equipped studios, many of them have
installed banks of the new Penny and Giles faders (available
only at Harvey's). The faders (designed with conductive plastics
technology) are super- narrow, super smooth, and extremely
quiet (there's minimal extraneous electrical noise).
Harvey's also has a compact sound -level meter to measure
the noise level in a studio or room (take it home and try it
out on your wife, if you like) .
It's extremely useful for adjusting the level of, say, monitor
speakers in separate studios. And it isn't a bad idea to
take a measurement with this Scott meter
oO O
when you're in the middle of a
critical recording session. That wan,
0
you can duplicate the exact monitor
00
level again, should you ever need to.
Of course, the Scott meter can also be used to measure
dB's of noise in a room.
As Harvey's always says, "a good soldier always
knows his enemy. "'

o

"v '

Harvey Radio Co.
Professional A/V

ivision, 2 West 45th St., New York, N.Y. 10036 (212) JU
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only one
amp

I

has

ko Sync Track
JOHN M. WORAM

all
these

features

CROWN

DC300
i1

Il

Industry's highest power - 300
watts /channel RMS @ 4S2

L,

Industry's lowest distortion

`Superb

S/N

-

over 100db

Unbeatable cost ratio - under
per watt

S1

Ceomplete output protection
-year parts
labor warranty
it3
/Compact design only 7x10 %x19"
&

-

Ruler -flat response ±0.1db 0 -20KHz

-

You could settle for less but with
cost ratio like this, you don't have
to! DC300 professional net is $685.
For PA use, a $75 adaptor gives you
over 500 watts mono for balanced 70v
line. For tech data sheet, or to arrange
for demonstration, call 219 + 523 -4919.
Or write Crown, Dept. DB -11, Box
1000, Elkhart, Indiana, 46514.
a

MADE ONLY IN AMERICA
Visit Crown

in Room

29

at AES

Show
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readers certainly don't have to be
told of the many effects of exposure to
sound. At one extreme there is soft harmony to sooth savage breasts-at another, nervous tension and eventually
deafness. In between, lie all the emo
tions known to man. Accordine to the
ads one reads, we have discovered, and

recorded, sounds for working, eating,
making love, and anything else you
may want to do with accompaniment.
Further afield, the scientific community has begun accumulating data
hich nias- prove that in addition to
influencing human behavior, exposure
to sound affects the growth rate of
plant life. In a series of experiments,
corn grown under continuous exposure
to sound exhibited a significantly higher
rate of growth than a control crop
grown in a quieter environment. In
another experiment, polygraphs have
recorded what would appear to be
emotional reactions in plants that were
exposed to situations in which their
physical well -being was threatened.
These experiments, which sound like
pure science fiction, have been described in reliable journals. (see the
references).
Although at first it may seem that
these experiments- though fascinating
-have no particular significance to the
recording industry, careful thought will
reveal implications of staggering proportions.
To cite one obvious application of
this new knowledge, consider the now
time -consuming task of mixing down a
multi -track tape. One of the reasons
this takes so long is that engineer and
producer are rarely confident that they
have finally made the ideal mix -down.

Often, after long hours of mixing, a
theoretically impartial third party will
be asked which mix he prefers. I say
theoretically impartial, since we know
that no one is truly impartial. A whole
complex of variables such as environment, education, sex, (the noun, and
sometimes the verb) mood, health, and
so on influence all our human tastes.
Obviously then, no one is truly impartial, and the danger is that the third
party will choose the improper mix
one that does not have the best commercial potential. Due to listener fatigue, the engineer/producer team will
not trust their own judgements and a
wrong decision may easily be made.
Now, to return to the plant experiments mentioned above. Apparently
I. plant growth is influenced by sound
waves. 2. plants are capable of reacting
to specific types of sound.
Vet what could be more impartial
than a plant? No plant has ever suffered from a broken home, chronic unemployment, bussing, commuter tie ups, and any of the other tribulations
of the human experience. Presuming
a healthy root structure (easily accomplished under lab conditions), a plant
may safely be regarded as an absolutely
impartial source of opinion, now that
science has discovered a reliable readout system.
The next step is obvious. Before the
final mix is decided upon, several alternative versions are played in different
listening rooms. In each room, a plant
is placed near the speaker. Plant height
is carefully measured before playing the
tape, and again after playback. The
different growth rates during the play back cycle will accurately indicate
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no
tears.
Good sounds don't come easily. They need
talent, working hard from both sides of the
microphone.
We understand that combination, because we've
been there. You see, we're sound -men turned
businessmen. And, we keep thinking of ourselves
in just that order, too.
That's why we put plenty of blood and sweat
into our work. Because we believe it will help
keep you from tears with your work. Especially
so when it comes to our prices.
Audio Designs carries stock equipment from A
to G. And, we do custom work, too. We can do
the way you
exactly what you want
want it done. Simply because we do it
ourselves.
For detailed information about
Audio Designs, fill in the prepaid postcard. Or give us a
collect call. Some of our
products are on the back
of this page. Take a look.
And do contact us. You'll
find we talk the same
language you do.

...

AUDIO
DESIGNS

Our Blood
anc Sweat:

AUDIO DESIGNS
ADM 700 SERIES
integrates
microphone preamplifiers,
equalizers, and line amplifiers.
It achieves complete control over
the audio spectrum with a three
knob equalizer, adding highly
sophisticated flexibility. The step
input attenuator may be used in
either the microphone or line level
position with up to 30db of
attenuation in 10db steps. 23
quality components to fill your
input requirements.

This single plug -in module

AUDIO DESIGNS
RC 168 EIGHT

CHANNEL CONSOLE

This is the only studio customized
console designed to do the complete
recording job. Greater flexibility
insures better mix and faster
operation. 16 inputs can be
assigned simultaneously to any of
8 program channels, plus 4 echo
channels using our unique Audex
switching system. This console is
also available with both 20
input positions (RC 208) and 24
input positions (RC 248).

AUDIO DESIGNS AUDEX
New, compact audio switchers
solve the complexity of buss
assignment and matrixing of
multichannel consoles. Simplifies
your console programming, by
replacing up to 640 buttons.

AUDIO DESIGNS
FILM FOOTAGE COUNTER

(ADM 163)
This counter achieves a high
noise immunity through the state
of the art circuitry, which insures
accuracy and repeatability,
while eliminating erroneous
counting. This model counts both
16 mm and 35 mm with equal
ease of operation. The ADM
163 uses integrated circuits, and
is capable of both forward and
reverse counting. Readouts
are large, easy to read.

f

AUDIO DESIGNS
and Manufacturing, Inc.
15645 Sturgeon
Roseville (Detroit)
Michigan 48066

you're interested, Call Us Collect -(313) 778 -8400... NO SWEAT'

which mix is preferred by the plant life.
Since the plant has no comprehension of
budget, artist preference, release dates
and what not, its decision may safely be
considered as absolutely impartial.
To insure maximum accuracy, certain precautions must be observed.
First, of course, is plant suitability.
There is a growing suspicion in learned
circles that plants of the Lycopersicon
Esculentum family may be notoriously
tone deaf. Until further studies have
been made, they should be avoided.
At this time, indian corn seems to be
eminently suitable for all-around use.
Some strains exhibit a sensitivity to
apparent loudness, which may be an
asset in evaluating rock singles, especially where variations in limiter
settings are being considered.
Unusual plants must be avoided at
all cost. In one mis- guided experiment.
a Venus -fly trap (Dionnaea Afuscipula)
was chosen to audit an electronic synthesizer album. Unfortunately, the tape
deck had a severe flutter problem, and
the plant became so dis- oriented that it
began snapping at the monitor speaker.
eventually electrocuting itself when it
severed the speaker leads during a
complex passage of modulated square

experiment that the plant is perfectly
centered.
As mentioned earlier, experiments
have shown that plants react to a hostile
environment. Whether actual growth
rate is affected is not yet certain, and
further experiments are indicated. For
the moment, lyric content should be
considered as a weighting factor in
analyzing plant evaluation of final mix downs. Songs containing references that
might be construed as threats to plant
life in general should (for the time
being) be judged by more conventional
means.

REFERENCES
National Wildlife The Man Who Reads
Nature's Secret Signals. Feb. /March
1969 pp 4 -8.
International Journal of Parapsychology
Evidence of a Primary Perception in
Plant Life, Cleve Backster. Winter
1968, p 329.

Main Currents in Modern Thought
Feeling In Plants, May /June 1969, p 27
A. E. S. Preprint 663 (E - 6) The Effect
of Sound on Plant Growth, Paul E.
Newton. Presented at the 37th Convention Oct. 1969

pe Timers

TIMEKEEPER has the new Michael Scott TAPE
TIMERS in stock for immediate delivery. These
low -cost, high quality tape timers offer these
advantages:

Easily mounted on any

1/4

inch tape machine.

waves.

Accuracy within 2/1000 independent of tape

Naturally, even the most sound sensitive plant will not exhibit a measurable growth rate during the time it
takes to play a top -100 type single.
For that reason, the tape must be
replayed continuously until a measurable change has been made. The most
practical way to do this is with a continuous tape -loop system since this
avoids the problem of rewinding. If you
must fast rewind a tape, be sure the
speaker is turned off. Many plants
appear to be direction sensitive, and
if they audit a fast rewind, their
growth rate will become inverted. In
severe cases, plant death may result.
When evaluating a stereo product,
care should be taken that the plant is
placed precisely midway between the
two monitor speakers. An interesting
phenomenon occurs if this precaution
is not fully observed. Botanists have
shown that plants will grow towards a
source of light, either the sun or an
artificial lamp. If the lamp is moved
from time to time, the plant will change
its direction of growth accordingly. By
extension, one might assume in our
work that a plant would incline toward
the louder of two speakers. The opposite has been shown to be the case. In
an apparent attempt to balance itself
within the sound field, most plants will
grow in the direction of the quieter
speaker. Yet, since the louder speaker
exerts the most influence on the rate of
growth, some involved mathematical
calculations become necessary before
valid conclusions may be reached. It is
much simpler to determine before the

speed.

-Audio

Precision ball bearings
ever.

--

no need for lubrication

winding tape at high speed
timing accuracy associated with

Save time and money by

with the

-

Standard TAPE TIMER $49.95
(7.5 and 3.75
can also
be used at 15 in. sec.)

Professional High -Speed

TAPE TIMER $99.95
(7.5 and 15 in. sec.)

same

normal speeds.
Why use a TAPE TIMER in place of a stop watch?
Simply because the stop watch is independent of
the tape which itself is subject to elongation or
contraction
plus other factors associated with
the recorder itself. Most important, the stop watch
cannot be rewound with the tape! Only a TAPE
TIMER moves with the tape so that you always
know where you are for any editing, processing,
or revisions. It is an indispensible tool For the serious
tape user. At this low price you can no longer
afford to be without one.
Each TAPE TIMER is fully guaranteed to meet
with your complete satisfaction or your money will
be promptly refunded.
TIMEKEEPER has an unusual variety of special
items particularly selected for the professional
audio field. Write for details and prices.

TIMEKEEPER
P.O. Box 762, Mineola, New York 11501

Model TAPE TIMERS

$99.95 each.

Please send

Pro

Please send

Standard Model TAPE TIMERS at $49.95 each.

at

Shipping costs: $1.00 per order.
Enclosed

is

a

check for

oo-

$
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Theory and Practic
NORMAN H. CROWHURST

Although this column has devoted
some 10 of its 24 issues to some aspect
or other of transistors, it seems I have
never discussed the mysteries, as one
reader expresses it. of modern power
amplifier output circuits. As he correctly points out, in the "good old"
tube days, we had some pretty fancy
circuits going, that were thoroughly
explained several times over, but nobody seems to have done the same for
the new transistor circuits.
When transistors first arrived, they
could amplify, but it was a while before
big enough types were developed to
handle the kind of output power that
audio amplifiers need. At the time,
while there were some pretty fancy
circuits, they could be broadly divided
into two groups: one group, somewhat
of a minority for practical reasons,
favored the abolition of the output
transformer; the other accepted it as a
practical necessity.
Tubes. operating with plate supplies
in hundreds of volts and currents in

ACOUSTIC

-

hundreds of milliamps, naturally needed
loads in thousands of ohms, however
the circuit was arranged. As voice coils
with that high an impedance are not
practical, at least one transformer
seemed a virtual necessity. The abolitionists were struggling.
When transistors eventually got big
enough to handle the power, they required a collector voltage well below a
hundred, and used peak currents around
ten amps: much better for direct matching to voice -coil impedances. It looked
as if the abolitionists were in business
at last. But habits die hard. The majority were accustomed to using transformers, and remained convinced they
are inherently more efficient.
The transformer users ran into two
problems, for which they devised more
or less successful solutions-aggregate
being less. The two problems were

FEEDBACK SUPPRESSORS

-AUDIO

Write

-

-

INSTRUMENT CO. INC.
Mountain Rd.
Union City, N. J. 07087
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logical sense.
Transistors, as well as possessing all
kinds of parameters relating input and
output voltages and currents, have
properties that depend on temperature,
which lead to a nasty little habit called
thermal runaway! After you have found
yourself a nice stable operating condition that will sit there all day, you maybe push the circuit a little harder and
get the transistors warm. Then rising
temperature results in rising current
and vice versa, until very quickly your
transistors pop.
Along with that is the fact that, to
achieve their vaunted superior efficiency, transformer windings must have
resistance values much lower than the
impedances they represent. If the load
reflected by the secondary back to the
primary looks like 10 ohms, the pri-

+40

For all P.A. work
churches, theatres,
stadiums, conference rooms, auditoriums, transportation terminals, etc.
available from stock or built to specifications. Demonstrations
Rentals
Sales.

mutually aggravative, in the techno
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Figure 1. The basic concept of complemenary transistors working in class B.

Figure 2. The more obvious way to supply
the circuit, with two separate voltages,
positive and negative of ground.

46 of the world's leading
Tape Duplicating Companies

can't be wrong.
Each uses the

Gauss 32:1 ratio system.
The basic Series 1200 System consists of a
Model 1260 Loop Bin, Model 1210 Master
Reproducer. and a Model 1220 Slave Recorder.
Each slave in the system will produce 100 C-30
cassettes per hour at the standard Gauss 32:1
duplication ratio. The master tape is reproduced
at 240 ips and the duplicate copies are of
peerless fidelity.

Slaves are easily and quickly convertible to any
tape format i.e., 8 and 4 track cartridge,
4 track / 2 track / full track reels, Phillips
cassettes and any other future formats. There
is no obsolescence in a Gauss 1200 System.
Because of the 32:1 ratio, the Series 1200
System requires 1/4 or 1/4 the number of slaves
of any other system, thereby reducing
maintenance time and requiring much less floor
space fora given production capacity. The
Gauss System is easily expanded to produce
millions of copies by simply adding more slave
recorders up to 20 per master reproducer.

-

CHECK THESE GAUSS FEATURES:
Gauss Patented Focused -Gap Recording Process o
Duplication at Ratios of 32 1. 16 or 8 o Easy Threading
Tape Path o Dual Capstan Closed Loop Tape Drive o Servo
Controlled Tape Tensions o Hr-Reliability Solid Stale Circuitry
Throughout o Modular Plug -in Heads and Electronics o Swing -up
Transports for Easy Maintenance O Free Factory 5 -Day Training Course
o Every Installation is visited at least once every 6 months by a
No Charge. o 1 year warranty on all components o
Gauss Engineer
2 year warranty on all Heads (Prorated wear)
1

1

-

gauss electrophysics
1649-53 12th street, santa monica, california 90404 u.s.a.

telephone: 213/451 -8611 cable: gauss santa monica
an mca inc. company.
a division of mca technology inc.
These world leaders use the Gauss Series 1200 System
Capitol Records,
Los Angeles. California
Cenron Corporation,
Anaheim. California
Decca Records,
Los Angeles, California
Memorex Corporation,
Santa Clara, California
Superscope,
Sun Valley. California
United Controls. Data Division,
El Monte. California
Capitol Records,
Jacksonville, Illinois

GET IN ON THE ACTION

-

Viatron,

Burlington. Massachusetts
American Sound Corporation,
Warren. Michigan
3M Company.
St Paul, Minnesota
Audio Communications,
Dover. New Jersey

Cinematape.
Englewood. New Jersey
National Tape Service,
West Caldweii New Jersey
Allison Audio Corporation.
Hauppauge I
New York

Oecca Records,
Gloversville, New York
National Recording.
New York. New York
Plastics Products,
Memphis. Tennessee
Capitol Records,

Winchester, Virginia
EMI Australia. Ltd..
Sydney. Australia
Olims Consolidated. Ltd..
St. Peters, Australia
Cinram Corporation.
Montreal, Canada

Comps Records,
Cornwall. Canada
Deese Records,
London. England
EMI Records,
Hayes. England
Tempo Tape.
London. England
Deutsche Grammophon. GmbH.
Hannover. Germany
EMI.Europa IElectrolal.
KolnBraunsleld. Germany
ITP Tonband.Produktions'KG,
Berlin, Germany

Sono Press RheinhardMshn (Arleta)
Gutersloh. Germany

General Recording Sound,
Milano. Italy
RCA, S.P.A.,

Roma. Italy

luyo Kash.
Yokohama, Japan
:MI Records, S.E. Asia.
Singapore. Malasia
Discos Massart, S.A.,
Mexico, D F Mexico
.

Kyoto. Japan
Sony Corporation.

Philips' Phonographische Industrie,
Baarn. Netherlands
Lydstudio
Roger Arnholf

Tokyo, Japan

Oslo. Norway

Hitachi Havel'. Ltd..

TOR

Electronics,

Tokyo. Japan

Toshiba Musical Industries,
Tokyo. Japan

-

Werner Weber.
Zurich. Switzerland
Plus (inmate systems to be
installed m April 1970

See the world's finest Cassette Duplicating System in action st the Los Angeles AES Convention, May 4 -7 at the Statler Hilton Hotel.
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week
your job got
Last

a lot simpler.

Last week JBL announced a full

line of 100 professional products:

mixer power amplifiers, power
amplifiers, studio monitors,
mixer -pre -amps, professionally rated off -the -shelf transducers
and all the accessories.
That means one -stop shopping
for you.
You know how you used to
start with custom JBL transducers
and horns and lens and compression drivers and dividing

Ói

networks and enclosures? And
then work them there?
No more.
If you're a sound contractor or
acoustic engineer or a recording
studio owner,
one call brings
you all the
quality, all the
engineering,
all the equipment you need.
JBL says it all.

Professional Application Division James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.
3249 Casitas Avenue, Los Angeles 90039 A division of Jervis Corporation
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CONE TRANSDUCERS
2105
2110
2115
2120
2125
2130
2135
2150
2205A
2205B
2205C
2215

2220A
22208
2290
2295

DIVIDING NETWORKS

5" full range
8" full range
8" extended range
10" extended range
12" shallow frame- extended range
12" high power- extended ronge
15" high power -extended ronge
15" Concentric composite (less crossover)
15" high power low frequency
transducer 8 ohm
15" high power low frequency
transducer 16 ohm
15" high power low frequency
transducer 32 ohm
15" extended boss low frequency
transducer 16 ohm
15" high efficiency low frequency
transducer 8 ohm
15" high efficiency low frequency
transducer 16 ohm
15" Passive Radiator
12" Passive Radiator

3105
3110
3115
3120
3125
3150
3180

7000 Hz. (for 2405)
800 Hz. (except 2220)
500 Hz. (except 2220)
1200 Hz. (for 2205A, 2220A)
1200 Hz. (for 2150)
500 Hz. high power (except 2215)
800 Hz. high power (except 2215)

ENCLOSURES AND SYSTEMS
4310
control monitor -gray
4310 WX control monitor oiled walnut
4320
studio monitor -gray
4320 WX studio monitor oiled walnut
4370
slant-front paging radiator 180° x90°
4375
vocal column (speech ronge) (line radiator)
4380
(extended range) column (line radiator)
4503
utility cabinet
4520
utility dual rear loading L.F. horn
4530
utility single rear loading L.F. horn
4550
utility dual front loading L.F. horn
4560
utility single front loading L.F. horn

-

-

MIXER POWER AMPLIFIERS
HORNS AND LENSES
horn /lens 90° Conical
2305
horn for 2391
2307
2308
2309
2310
2327
2328
2329
2330
2340
2341

2345
2350
2355
2356
2360
2365
2370
2375
2380
2390
2391

2395

lens for 2391
horn for 2390
lens for 2390

2" to 1" throat adaptor
2" to rectangular throat adaptor
2" dual to rectangular "Y" adaptor
1" to rectangular throat
right angle horn, 1" throat 80° x 40 °, 800 Hz.
right angle horn, 2" throat 60° x 40 °, 800 Hz.
radial horn, 800 Hz. 90° x 40°
radial horn, 300 Hz. 90° x 40°
radial horn, 300 Hz. 60° x 40°
long throw radio!, 150 Hz. 20° x 40°
x 2 multicell, 300 Hz.
2 x 4 multicell, 300 Hz.
2 x 5 multicell, 300 Hz.
3 x 5 multicell, 300 Hz.
3 x 6 multicell, 300 Hz.
horn /lens 120° x 45°
horn /lens, 90° x 40°
horn /lens, 140° x 45°
1

COMPRESSION DRIVERS
2405
ultra -high frequency driver
2410
30 W. driver 1" throat aluminum diaphragm
2420
30 W. driver 1" throat aluminum diaphragm
2440
2470
2480

extended H.F.
60 W. driver 2" throat aluminum diaphragm
50 W. driver 1" throat phenolic diaphragm
120 W. driver 2" throat phenolic diaphragm

3101

10/15 watts,

3202
3204
3206

258 watts, 5 ch.
5

max#

ch. max#
ch. max#

PREAMPLIFIERS
5100

1

mic preamp

- self powered

MIXER /PREAMPLIFIERS
5300
5600

5
8

channel max
channel max

#

#

ACCESSORIES
7001
7102
7103
7104

PRO -VOX

Speaker Monitor Panel
VU Meter Panel
PRO -NOI

7105
7106

PROPLUS

AMC -2

2

EPC -10

MBT -10
MPT -1
RM -6
RM 7
RM -8
RMP -2
RMP -3
RMP -4

RMP5
RMP-6

SPI -1
UH -1

VU -10
XE -10
XT -10

All amplifiers are rated by RMS Professional Standards.
Ask for specification sheets for higher commercial rating.

5

POWER AMPLIFIERS
4004
40 watts, with PRO -GUARD
4006
60 watts, with PROGUARD
4010
100 watts, with PROGUARD
4015
150 watts, with PRO -GUARD
4030
300 watts, with PRO -GUARD

RMP-1

Notes:

40 watts,
60 watts,

channel

2

PRO -COM Compressor

Mit Preomp Expander
Precedence Circuit, Plug -In
Matching /Bridging Transformer, Plug -In
Pre -Amp for Magnetic Phono or 31/2 &
71/2 Tope Head, Plug -In
Rack Mount for 3101
Rock Mount for 3202
Rack Mount for 3204, 3206
Blank Panel 11/2" x 19"
Blank Panel 31/2" x 19"
Blank Panel 51/2" x 19"
Blank Panel 7" x 19"
Blank Panel 81/2" x 19"
Blank Panel 101/2" x 19"
Pre -Amp for Tape Head 1'/s, Plug -In
Pre -Amp for High Impedance, PlugIn
VU Meter Rectangular Edge Rending
"T" Pad Converts Mic Input to Unbalanced
50K Input, Plug -In
Microphone Transformer, Plug -In

# Using AMC -2

-

expander module.
ro

w
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Figure 3. An alternative that enables a
single supply to be used, at questionable

component economy.

Figure 4. To achieve audio power, complementary symmetry of the output transistors is not possible; identical types must be
used

The new 2100SC input module
is our standard 2100S with a

compressor added. The new
"MOD" 2100SC features: equalization at 8 frequencies; an input attenuator; reverb send; a
straight line mixer control; compressor attack and release times
chosen for studio operation.
The 2100SC is available with
the compressor already installed, or the standard model
2100S can be modified in the

field with a "MOD" kit available
from the factory.
Write for complete specifications.

mary resistance should be less than half
an ohm.
Now the 10 -ohm load may be just
what the transistors need to make them
deliver the lower. But when they are
driving all out, each transistor momentarily becomes virtually a shortcircuit-saturated. If a real 10 ohms is
there, it limits current to the rated
maximum. But when the only real resistance in circuit is half an ohm, the
current can, under some unforeseen
circumstance. run as high as 20 times
the rated maximum.
Those two problems combine to make
a good formula for failure. Nleantchile
the transformerless advocates were faring a little better, if not quite out of
the woods. In comparison with the
problems associated with transformers,
obviously the nearer we can get to
direct coupled. so the load itself limits
current, the less likely we are to encounter runaway current problems.
Transistors are inherently a highly
efficient form of current nutdulator:
their condition changes all the tray
from open- circuit to short circuit.
This means that operation in class B
is particularly attractive. The theoretical efficiency of a class -B modulator is 78.5 per cent as compared with
the class -A's 25 per cent. So a realistic
efficiency with class -B transistors is
75 per cent.
This means that, to deliver 100 watts
of audio power, the transistors dissipate
33 watts with a class -B circuit, as
against 300 watts if (lass :\ is used.
because 100 watts is 75 per cent of
133 watts and 25 per cent of 400 watts.
Without a transformer. the nice way
to use class B would be to have two
nanplementary transistors deliver opposite halves of the waveform (FicrRE.1).
The obvious. direct way to do this is
to use two supplies for the output
transistors (1:16t-to.: 2). . \n alternative
is to use one supply for the whole
voltage, and capacitance couple FI ,I r,u.
3).
What does the alternative actually
save? Because of the relatively low load
impedance, to bass the low frequencies
a very large electrolytic capacitor is
needed for output coupling. In effect,

we need just as much electrolytic ca-

pacitor, either way. Rectifier and power
transformer requirements are not very
different (cost -wise) either. And putting
the big capacitor in series with the load
may achieve low -frequency coupling
just as well, but all that capacitor is
also hanging on to the output circuit
at high frequencies as well.
So the over -all advantage goes to
the double supply circuit.
'l'hat this idea works could be shown
with complementary transistors, of the
biggest ratings available, but they
would not deliver the kind of audio
power needed. 13y now quite a variety
of lx)tcer transistors, big enough to
handle these wattages, is available,
but they just do not come in complementary pairs.
There are pap and npn: there are
germanium and silicon types. But
nothing that looks like matching characteristics that could be used in complementary fashion, combining pap and
npn. The only tray to combine transistors in the output circuit itself is to
use two (or more, if you double them
up, to get more power) transistors of the
same type (FIGURE 4).
Fortunately there is relatively simple
drive circuit, that enables a complementary pair of drive transistors to be
used (FiGCRE 5). This gets back to the
point where the voltage driving the two

OUTPUT

LOADO
VOLTAGE
DRIVER

(

PRODUL

I

S OF

7.0W

11922 VALERIO STREET

v

NO. HOLLYWOOD. CALIF. 91605

TEL. (213) 764 -1500

UNITED RECORDING ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES
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Figure 5. Combining the two of Figures 3
and 4: complementary symmetry drive
with identical outputs, and a high voltage

drive. Quiescent condition
the diodes.

is

controlled by

THANK YOU
WILLI
STUDER
Seldom has a tape recoder captured the immediate and
whole hearted acceptance of the audio fraternity as has
the Revox A77.

Willi Studer

has been designing superlative magnetic recording

equipment for the broadcasting and recording industries
for years. The A77 is his latest -a great machine that
outperforms recorders costing up to three times as
much.
Specifications and performance are a joy. Want details?
Write us for full particulars.

And again thank you, Willi Studer,
for another magnificent product.

RE\/OX
Revox

delivers what all the rest only promise.

212 Mineola 4venue, New York, N.Y. 11577 !n Canada: Tri -Tel Associates, Ltd., Toronto, Canada
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temperature as the transistors they are
driving. The drive voltage is derived
from a high -voltage drive stage (also

3.5

Figure 6. Typical
base- emitter voltage
characteristics for a
silicon transistor. The
curves represent different collector -current values. Note
that the low- current

3

2.5
10A
2

1.5

5A

condition reduces
voltage with rising
temperature, resulting in a tendency of
the operating point
to run away, although
the high- current region is protected by
a rising volt drop.

shown in FIGURE 5), with a collector
resistor from supply to the "top" drive
base, then the diodes controlling base voltage difference, then the collector of
the stage providing the voltage swing.
This circuit lends itself very readily
to the provision of over -all feedback,
making it possible to get very linear
amplification at quite high power levels.
However, there are more problems that
we will take up next time. One is matching to various impedances. At least one
early amplifier did this by designing to
match 8 ohms, using the same terminal
for 16 ohms, and putting a 4 -ohm wire wound resistor in series with the 4 -ohm

IA
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IOOmA
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-25
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50

CASE TEMPERATURE

75

-

100

125
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terminal.
The disadvantage of that method is
that the amplifier delivers its rated
power only into 8 ohms. Into 16 ohms it
delivers the same voltage, which is half
the power. And into 4 ohms, the internal 4 ohms limits output to the same
current, which again means the load
only receives half power.
But there are other problems. Although the circuit described above will
deliver its power beautifully into an
ideal resistance load, practical loudspeaker -type loads can lead into a
variety of dangers: over- current, over dissipation and reverse voltage. There
is enough meat for at least another go
round!
to

trolling the difference in voltage between the drive transistor bases is to
control quiescent current. If the circuit
was not required to deliver class -B
power, a larger voltage difference could
be used with series resistors to control
base current.
If a resistor large enough to control
quiescent base current were used, the
drive voltages to provide signal -power
base current through the same resistors
would be enormous: resistance control
of quiescent operating point is not
feasible.
The method universally used is selected diodes that will provide the correct voltage difference when at the same

identical for signal, and spaced
apart by a d. -c. voltage that is quite
small.
But that d. -c. voltage is critical, because it makes up the sum of the base emitter drop of the two drive transistors, plus the base- emitter drop of one
output transistor. And this is complicated by the fact that base emitter
voltage drops depend not only on current, but also on temperature. FIGURE 6
shows typical characteristics for a
silicon type transistor.
In all these transistors, base current
controls collector- emitter current, so
if base current rises, transistor dissipation rises. The primary purpose of conbases is

!!
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Head's every note you hear.
for high frequencies. Captures the full scale. No wonder

The tape

more and more record and dupe
makers specify the advanced
Maxell F -20 magnetic cassette
tape. 25 Hz to 18,000 Hza

full sound spectrum with

brilliant clarity.10% greater
tensile strength than conventional tapes. Plus our closely
g uarded Hush -Hush process

fYIAXELL CORP.

Of

AMERICA

that virtually wipes out hiss, affords
truest fidelity in mono or stereo, recording and playback. Write now for facts.

subsidiary of Hitachi- Maaell Ltd.
Fifth Avenue, New York, N:Y.10017
A

501
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"The Do /by System is essential

for the recording of chamber music,"
notes Leonard Sorkin, First Violin of the Fine Arts Quartet.
The music of the string quartet is, by its nature, small -scaled and
intimate. Unlike the symphony orchestra, the string quartet can actually
perform in an average living room. Much of the scoring is open and
exposed, with extreme pianissimos and passages of great delicacy.
Thus, when recordings of string quartets are played in the home,
listeners are acutely aware of any intrusions of tape hiss or print- through.
The Dolby System effectively supresses these distracting noises.
For the recording of the Karel Huse Quartet No. 3 (winner of the
Pulitzer Prize for music in 1969) on Everest Records, Leonard Sorkin
felt that it was especially important that the unusual and subtle timbres
demanded by the composer should not be marred by tape noise.
According to Mr. Sorkin, "The Dolby System was the solution
to this problem."

String quartet, symphony, opera, multi -track pop /rock .. whatever
your recording endeavor, you can make a better recording
with the Dolby System.
.

distributors:
Audio Industries Corp.
Hull,wuod in_L :1,t, HOC 4111
Audio -Video Systems Engineering Inc.
Sr 2r.ncisco Tel. -111, -647 -2420
Expert Electronics, Inc.
el. 312-HEC 2700
Harvey Radio Co., Inc.

DOLBY LABORATORIES INC
333 Avenue of the Americas New York N Y 10014
telephone (212) 243 -2525 cables Dolbylabs New York
for international inquiries

346 Clapham Road London S W 9 England
telephone 01 -720 1111 cables Dolbylabs London

(:irrlr'

,rr rnl
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New Yon Gr¡ TO 217 JU2- 1!i00
in Canada:
J -Mar Electronics, Ltd.
Toronto Tel 41 12"6
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MARTIN DICKSTEIN

MORE HOME
ENTERTAINMENT

It did not take a long time for the
audio cassette tape recorder to make its
entrance on the home scene. This device,
with the availability of commercially recorded cartridges and the extreme
Professional development courses for

AUDIO
ENGINEERS

TECHNICIANS
201

- FUNDAMENTALS

OF

AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

202 -AUDIO /VISUAL
PRODUCTION & TECHNIQUES

101- STUDIO

TECHNOLOGY & PRACTICE

301 -SURVEY: AUDIO SYSTEMS
DESIGN

302 -HIGH SPEED TAPE DUPLICATING

-

303 OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS APPLICATIONS IN AUDIO

304 -STEREO DISK MASTERING:
PRINCIPLES, TECHNOLOGY
& TECHNIQUES

305 -INTRODUCTION TO
AUDIO ENGINEERING
Your lob security and advancement depend
upon your skill and knowledge of present
technology and practices.
Our proven courses embody the latest
disciplines of today's audio technology and
prepare you for tomorrow's top positions
in the industry.

The

OF 111110 RESE1111II.IIF,

156 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010
212 -242 -1915
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simplicity of playing back or recording
literally everywhere, soon stole the
scene and became not only a household
item but was carried all over by teenagers, reporters, students, and business
men.
Similar steps are now being followed
in the video field. With at least one TV
set in nearly every household, and many

more being carried almost everywhere
the portable radio and cassette recorder can go, it is only natural that a
cartridge or cassette device would be
developed which can feed video and
audio to a TV set. Recently there was an
announcement that CBS had invented
the e.v.r. (electronic video recording)
system with its cassette film recorded
Iry a special CBS process for later playhack via the antenna connections of a
home Tv set (see db, September, 1968).
Next came the announcement that a
different type of unit developed by RCA
would also play video programs through
the home TV set using a cartridge recorded by RCA. The principle behind
this unit is the application of a relalively new development- holograms.
This device, it was then expected. would
he on the market for home use in the
earl- '70's (see db, December 1969

corders-rolled into a cartridge just
as done with audio tape. This makes a
race out of the rush for the consumer
dollar.
The Color Videoplayer (FIGURE 1),
as the unit has been named, uses a
Videocassette capable of providing up to
90 minutes of program material. As
presently envisioned, the unit should
be on the market in Japan at the end
of this year and the ultimate price in
the U. S. would he in the vicinity of
$350.00. The cassette will be recorded,
and purchase selection is to be made
from a library of material which will
be collected in a duplicating center.
As the cartridge uses video tape, the
previously recorded material can be
erased any number of times and new
program material put on the tape.
Thus, the customer will he able to
return his cartridge to the manufacturer or the nearest duplicating center

-

this column.)
Near the beginning of last year, an
announcement was made, and toward
the end of last year, a third entrant
appeared in the field of video- cassette
machines. This unit, introduced by
Sony, makes use of a most recent development in the video field -video
tape, similar to that used in semiprofessional and home video tape re-

Figure 1, The Sony Videoplayer. The tape
cassette will hold up to 90 minutes of video-

tape.
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INTRODUCING THE

UNDER $75,000
TAPE DUPLICATING

SYSTEM`

The same high volume system that produces GRT's stereo music tapes.

www.americanradiohistory.com

f
The GRT 260
Tape Duplicating
System
Sound
as it was
originally recorded

l a.

The new GRT 260 system offers you
higher quality, higher yield at a lower
cost. Duplicated tape at playback
speeds of 17/8 ips (cassette) and 33/4
ips (8 -track cartridge) has negligible
generation losses in fidelity.
Production yield from the 260 system
is over 6,000 cassettes or 12,000 8 -track
albums in an 8 -hour shift. Unit cost is
under 8 cents per copy, including labor
and overhead, excluding materials.
This type of performance comes naturally with the 260 because all components are production oriented.
For example, the Master Duplicator
employs a simple dial for the number
of copies. With the push of a "start"
button, it permits transport systems to

The components that make up the 260 System
GRT 521

Dropout Counter

Raw Tape

Source
Master Tape

GRT 202
Eight -track
Slave

GRT 200
Cassette Slave

GRT 400 Frequency

GRT 101

GRT 260

Selective Limiter

Master Binloader

Master Duplicator

Interim Master

Mixed, equalized,
filtered,
echo and timed
interim master.

1" Work Master

.
I'Fr.

lilt

selma

11
stabilize, automatically leader, duplicate, place test tones for quality control and stop on completion. The Master
Duplicator is maintained with pull -out
drawers, interchangeable circuit boards
and front panel monitoring.
Highly stable tape transports and interchangeable circuit boards are key
features on the 200 and 202 Slaves.
Slaves may be added or deleted from
the line with no change in slave bias.
The 521 Dropout Counter controls
incoming tape for instantaneous am-

plitude variations (dropouts) resulting from inconsistencies in the oxide
coating.
For an audible check of material
before assembly, the 505 and 508 QC

Product Checkers permit monitoring of
the bulk duplicated material and auditing of the test tones placed on the duplicated reels.
Assembly production is speeded by
the 100 and 150 Tapewinders which
respond to inaudible tailoring tone and
stop and cut tape between albums.
Further quality control on 8 -track
cartridges is accomplished with the
110 Recycle Unit. It checks mechanical
stability by running the tape a complete
revolution and automatically stopping.
All GRT components are available individually or as a complete 260 system.
Complete details on the total system
are covered in our new catalog. Write
for it today.

GRT QC

Product Checkers
505 (cassette)
and 508

GRT 150

(eight- track)

Cassette Winder

Labeling
and Packaging

GRT 110
Eight -track
Recycle Unit

Labeling
and Packaging

Duplicated
Reels of Tape

www.americanradiohistory.com

Here are just some
of the specifications
that make the
GRT 260 Tape
Duplicating System
a top performer

f

Format:
AB,
. eight 70mil tracks on one -inch tape
Type: Continuous loop, 1200 -foot capacity, remotely loaded (1800 -foot bin
under development).
Speed: 240 ips
Duplication ratio: 32 to 1 (slave speed
120 ips for 33/4 ips copies. 60 ips for
17/a ips copies). (Approx. 2 -sec duplication time per minute of program)
Frequency response of copy (Devia-

tion from master):

.

2

dB 50 Hz-

10,000 Hz

Distortion: Reproduce and record electronics each generate less than 1/2%
THD at any frequency from 1600 Hz to
400 kHz at any level up to 15 dB above

operating level. Bias system generates
less than 1/2% even order distortion in
recorded signal
Signal -to-noise ratio: System contributes less than 3 dB weighted noise
over that of bulk erased tape

Flutter: .25% rms, 0.2 to 200 -Hz unweighted
Master/copy speed error: 0.5% max.

GRT 400 Frequency Selective Limiter

Frequency response: (below limiter
threshold) 1 dB (25 Hz-25 kHz)
Output clipping level: +24 dBm
Noise: (unweighted 20 Hz -20 kHz) =

-70

dBm

Input impedance: 200
ended

k

ohms, single -

Winding time: Approx. 17 seconds for
average length cassette album
Tailoring tone requirements: 10 -20 Hz
at approx. operating level on both
channels of a single stereo pair
Blank tape winding feature: (optional)
precision timing circuit with 3 pre settable winding times for C -60, C -90
and C -120 cassettes

Output impedance: 12 ohms, singl
ended

GRT '110-8-track Recycle Unit

Attack time: Full limiting within the
first half -cycle of input signal
Release time: 50 ms maximum

Tape speed: 60 ips

-12

.

Tape width: (nominal)

ús a. é n
dB, to +4 dB

resho

GRT 508 QC Product Checker

:

Tape speed: 3.75 ips
steps,

1/4

inch

0.3%

Frequency response: 50- 10,000 Hz
2

dB

Dropout duration: (selectable) 2.5 ms.,

Signal -to -noise ratio: Peak record

ms., 10 ms., 20 ms., 40 ms., 80 ms.

level to unweighted noise, 20- 20,000
Hz 52 dB

5

Input signal: Any "carrier" between
1
kHz and 100 kHz may be employed
Counter capacity: Six digits with pushbutton reset
Maximum counting rate: 10 counts per
second
GRT 100 8-track Tapewinder

Max. reel size: 14" dia. NAB hub

Winding speed: Approx. 100 ips
Tailoring tone requirements: 10 -20 Hz
at approx. operating level on both
channels of a single stereo pair

OW

0 Cassette

Tapewinder

Max. reel size: 101/2" NAB hub

Winding speed: Averages 120 ips

For further specifi
components of t
write:

GRT CORPORATION

Industrial Division
1286 Lawrence Station Road
Sunnyvale, California 94086

www.americanradiohistory.com

Output: 0 dBm operating level, clipping greater than +20 dBm

for a new program when the old material has had its full time on the
owner's Tv screen. The cost of the non recorded cassette is presently expected
to be about $20.00. The cartridge will
have a counter on it and a program fee
will be charged according to the number
of times the material on the tape has
been played.
To meet worldwide standards, Sony
worked with Philips and others and
hopes to develop the technology necessary to achieve this aim. The unit will
be small enough to mount in a hi-fi
cabinet, is compatible to color and
black- and -white TV sets, has two audio
tracks so it can be played back on
stereo systems, and has the capability
of having the cassette removed before
the material on it has been played
through to the end (and without rewinding). Thus, when the cartridge is
again started it will pick up at the stop
point.
Each of the various systems indicates that their cartridges will be available with recorded material on the
tape (or film). However, Sony will also
have an adapter available (which will
cost about $100.00) that will permit the
consumer to record on non -recorded
tapes directly from the home Tv set,
in color or black-and -white.
It is expected that the recorded library will be opened to motion picture
and TV companies as well as recording
companies, educational institutions.

sports promoters, and industrial film
producers. They will he able to transfer
their material to the tape masters for
reproduction in cassettes so that remote
locations where Tv is not normally
available may be able to receive their
share of entertainment and education
via the Tv tube. In all of these applications the second audio track can be
used for added commentary over the
video sound track or for dubbing on the
language in which the tape is to he
marketed or used. It seems that the
uses and applications are innumerable.
Can commercials be far behind?
The basic specifications of the Sony
unit are:
Horizontal
resolution Monochrome -300 lines
Color
-250 lines
Audio frequency
response....50- 12,000 Hz, plus 1.5
(2 channel
dB minus 3.5 dB
stereo)
Audio s n
\lore than 40 dB
ratio
Playing tinie.. Maximum of 90 ntins.
Dimensions:
Videoplayer.15 x 16 x 8 inches
Cassette....8 x 5 x P4 inches
(l'ses }¿ -inch video

tape)
\Veight

:

Videoplayer.32 lbs.

Cassette....l

F GRT- Circle

lb.
31 on

with adequate detail and information.
Our editors will polish the story for you.
We suggest you first submit an outline
so that we can work with you in the
development of the article.
You also don't have to be an artist,
we'll re -do all drawings. This means we
do need sufficient detail in your rough
drawing or schematic so that our artists
will understand what you want.
It can be prestigious to he published
and it can be profitable too. All articles
accepted for publication are purchased.
You won't retire on our scale, but it can
make a nice extra sum for that special
occasion.

Many readers do not realize that they
can also he writers for db. We are
always seeking good. meaningful articles
of any length. The subject matter can
cover almost anything of interest and
value to audio professionals.
Are you doing something original or
unusual in your work? Your fellow
audio pros might want to know about
it. (It's easy to tell your story in db.)
You don't have to be an experienced
writer to be published. But you do need
the ability to express your idea fully.

Beat the high cost

of reverberation
with the CV 571
from Sennheiser
only $525
á

annut
These days, a little reverberation can
cost a lot of money. Because, with
modern multi -track recording techniques, several individual channels
must have reverberation added separately before final mixing. Requiring
several dub -downs or elaborate patching before and during the final
mix. And either way, you lose. Time.
Money. Or both.
The CV 571 offers a practical alternative. Low in cost, this all- solid -state
(silicon transistors and an IC) unit

provides an adjustable 0 -3 sec. reverberation, and works with input
levels ranging from 0 to +6 dbm.
Taking up a mere 31/2" of vertical
rack space, it can be readily "stacked"

to accommodate as many channels as
necessary
for a good deal less
than the cost of competitive units.
Why not find out more about the
CV 571? Mail the coupon to or call:

...

r Yes!

I'd like to know more about
the CV 571 reverberation unit.
Please send information to:
NAME
TITLF
COMPANY
ADDRESS
A-1

(CITY)

(ZIP)

L

SENKHEISER
Sennheiser Electronic Corporation
500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036. Telephone 212 -564 -0433

Reader Service Card

Circle 33 on Reader Service Card

Studio Construction
WILLIAM

R.

I

ocH niqucs

GRAHAM

Simple building procedures are described
that will enable tight- budgeted builders
of sound studios to achieve their goals.

BROADCASTING calls for studios that
are really announce booths or control rooms where
the announcer is also the operator. Naturally the
acoustics of these rooms must be good, but with
close microphone procedures it is more the purpose of these
rooms to stop external noise and to provide damping of
clicks and taps made by personnel working in front of a live
mic, than to provide music -room acoustics.

ToDAY'S TYPE OF

m

William R. Graham, M MES, MIEEE lias designed broadcast
studios. 11e is based in Kitchener, Ontario.

It is the purpose of this article to show that a small radio
station can achieve isolation by using simple modern building
techniques. If you are leasing space, the landlord will prefer
this type of construction because it is easier to remove when
you leave. The fire inspector will certainly appreciate the
method over anything but concrete blocks. Your building
costs will be lower because the contractor and his staff are
familiar with the ingredients and can work at a good pace.

90

80

--

70

MEMNON

60

A few years ago I had the job of designing new studios for
Canadian radio station. Space was a problem and the landlord specified only drywall construction. To further complicate things the floor was reinforced concrete and could not be
cut into. The first step was to run tests at the old studios to
determine the highest noise level in each of the working areas
so that placement of the areas could be worked to advantage
in the new floor plan, and so that the degree of sound attenuation for the new studios could be worked out. Figure 1 shows
the results of these tests. A noise criteria of 25 was set because
the station was not planning to produce dramatic programs
and so the greatest difference between the NC -25 curve and
peak operating noise was the amount of transmission loss
required. This would require walls of a Sound Transmission
Class of 45, but I felt that perhaps some of the measurements
had been a little conservative and if a few dB could be gained
without getting into complicated construction methods, so
much the better.

50

a

A floor plan was the next step and I decided to separate
each control room (high noise area) with a studio, and to
place the studios where only voice work would be done at the
furthest point from any high -noise level other than loudspeakers that would carry that particular audio. This would
give optimum sound- source -to- sound -source placement as
well as a buffer between major sound sources. FIGURE 2 is
the final layout. Control room 1 and /or 2 could be used for
on air while the other was used in commercial production or
routine maintenance. If control room 1 was on air then
studio B would be used for news and studio C used for commercial production. Studio A would be common to both control rooms with several microphone outlets -with the idea
of phone-in shows with guests. Control room 3 would be used
for f.m. The only flaw in this plan was that studio B is next to
the news room. The answer here was to put any room acoustic
material on the adjoining wall as extra protection. As it
finally worked out the news room wanted a large storage
cupboard and so it was placed on their side of the wall.
I will not attempt to go through all the calculations here
that were required to choose the materials and methods,
but I will describe the final design, Any station whose requirements work into the measurements listed above, should be

able to follow this design and obtain pleasing results. Before
I carry on though I must stress one point: Details are very

important.
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BAND IN HERTZ

OCTAVE

CONTROL ROOM -PEAK OPERATION
NEWS ROOM - ALL EQUIPMENT OPERATING
(INCL.2 -WAY RADIO BTELETYPE)

RECORD LIBRARY

OFFICE

-5 TYPEWRITERS

OPERATING

Figure 1. The results of the noise tests described. The noise criteria
(NC) of 25 was adopted because of the type of programming.

In the way of general description, each wall was treated as
unit of its own. It is completely surrounded by neoprene;
top, bottom, and sides. At a joint with another wall the end
is sealed with drywall then the neoprene acts as a buffer and
the drywall -to- drywall joint is taped and plastered. Finally
the drywall- neoprene -drywall joint is sealed with an elastic
caulking that can be painted. All drywall is backed with
5/8-inch softwood fiber board in such a way that the joints
do not line up with those of the drywall. FIGURE 4 should
clearly show the type of studs that are used. The wall boards
were fastened to the studs with screws made for the purpose.
For this type of stud a track is layed on the floor first (in this
a

-but

since the studs are stagcase on a layer of neoprene)
gered and protrude into the space of the other wall a 2 inch

track was laid for the second wall and the bottom and top of
each stud was tailored to match as in FIGURE 5. The 3 -inch
glass fiber bats were woven between the studs layer upon
1.20 SLANT
ZUMMY COLUMN

ROOM

I

V

11

V

CONTROL

STUDIO "4"

CONTROL

V

S

STUDIO"C"

ROOM 2

FIRE WALL

S

S

5

1=
V

S

EQUIPMENT RACK

CARPETED SOUND LOCK HALL
STUDIO

B

CONTROL

As an example, a total leakage of 1 square inch or a difference of 1 inch of absorbent material can make a difference
of 10 dB in the TL of your wall.

x
STORAGE CUPBOARD

z

RECORD

ROOM 3

LIBRARY

LOW FREQ
RESONATOR

NEWS ROOM

FIGURE 3 shows a cross section of the walls. The materials
used are designated in general terms as each manufacturer has his own. A meeting should be arranged between the

station engineer and contractor to ascertain that the materials supplied are equivalent to those called for.

OUTSIDE WALL

F'gure 2. The final studio floor plan decided upon.
liberately angled walls.

Note the de-

w

U1

layer vertically and with the end joints overlapping. This
method offers some protection against the insulation bunching up at the bottom of the wall as the years go by. FIGURE 6
gives a good look at the double-floor track mentioned above.
This floor track needed to he fastened down so it would not
slip while the studs were being put in place and so it was
"tacked" to the concrete floor at each end and the middle
until the studs were up. The walls were built from the floor
right up to the concrete ceiling slab. To assure a seal at the
slab, regular caulking cement was used as this would he above
the decorating level. To aid in later acoustics treatment of the
internal room, the wall separating control room 1 and studio
A, and the wall separating control room 2 and studio C were
constructed on a 1:20 slant from left to right.

It

rather pointless to construct walls with a high TL
figure and then put in windows that don't match. For this
reason details of the window construction must be followed
as closely as for the walls. First of all I chose two different
thicknesses of glass, one for each side of the double construction. This prevents them from being resonant at the same
frequency and passing that frequency as though there was
no glass at all. The thicknesses selected are
-inch plate
and 3/8 -inch plate. The thicker of the two is tilted in the
frame so that there is a 11.-inch space between the pieces
at the top and 7 inches at the bottom. The tilting is clearly
indicated in FIGURE 2 by the V and S symbols beside each
window. V is for vertical and S is for slanted. This tilting or
slanting also helps with the internal room acoustics, as an
announcer's voice will be reflected away to the ceiling tile.

3" GLASS FIBRE BATS
WALL TO WALL JOINTS SEALED
WITH AN ELASTIC CAULKING
5 /8"DRYrVALL

5/8 °SOFT

WOOD FIBRE BOARD

STUDS

is

JOINTS TAPED

f3

PLASTERED

n

Next the size of windows. Make them no larger then necessary to permit comfortable viewing of the next room from
the operating position. For an average control setup you will
probably find that 3 -feet high and 4 -feet wide, along with
feet off the floor is ample.

A detailing of the wall juncture necessary to effect the
required sealing.
Figure 3.

lead -tilled doors. Referring to FIGURE 2 again, doorways were
placed so that there was no door directly across from another.
I think it is this fact and the carpeted sound lock hall that
saved the situation. Certainly all the rest of the planning and
expense could have been to no avail. As it is, the staff turn
the monitors up to the "happy hi-ti fan" level and while it
can be heard in the sound lock it does not get back to another

3j

room.

The window frames are to be made in two parts, one for
each of the double walls. There are many possible ways to
construct them and a discussion on this should be held with

I havn't said anything yet about air conditioning -and
with good reasoning. I have shown you so far how good
studios for today's radio can be built without a great deal
of expense, but this in no way means you can air condition
on a low budget. The very fact that you have just created
sound -proof rooms means that there are no air leaks. The air
conditioner must on its own replenish the air constantly.

the trim carpenter. The important things to remember are:

No leaks can be permitted,
joints.

so go heavy on the

putty at

A means must be found to seal the frame to the wall.

Try % -inch neoprene.
A socket in each frame for the glass must be provided, and
be large enough to hold the glass and a rubber or felt
seal. In some cases a wood strip is used to hold the glass and
seal against the inner stop and it is made adjustable by means
of screws. This permits some trimming of glass resonance if a
problem arises.

it must

The space between the two frames is best filled with
damping material. I used strips of foam plastic that resembled cork when it was painted.
a

The next problem that arises are the doors. A good door
should be heavy, solid, and if possible have a layer of 1 /8 -inch
lead in the center. It should also make a good seal with its
frame and the floor! The frame should also be sealed carefully
to the wall. In the particular case I am quoting from, the
station management refused to install proper double -slab

Figure 4.

A

view of the studding that should be used.
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STUD (SIDE VIEW)

FLOOR TRACK

METAL SCREW

I-._ 2°-1
Figure 5. The bottom and top of each stud is tailored to fit the track
shown.

as

It

must do this quietly and at the saine time control the
temperature and humidity. l'es. I said humidity. Most of the
acoustic material you will put on the wall will soak up water
at a fantastic rate. In one studio I know of, the announcers
could do no more than four minutes of news without a change
in voice because it was so dry.

Properly insulated or padded ducts will prevent sound
from entering at right angles to the duct and cut down airflow noise, but they will not prevent sound from travelling
down the duct. Sound baffle sections must be installed in
the ducts (both feed and exhaust) between each room. If the
return air from the studios is to empty into a plenum over the
general office area then two or more right angle elbows, with
the final one pointing up, should be installed at the end of the
exhaust duct.

The position where air is to enter the control room or
studio should be chosen carefully so that it will not be over
microphone positions and yet provide maximum air flows
through the room. At the same time the grill for each feed
should be chosen for maximum air dispersion without any
noise from the air flow coming through it.
Where each duct passes through a wall it was wrapped with
neoprene and finally sealed with an elastic caulking cement.
While it was not the case here, if the air conditioner is close
to the studios it should be mounted on shocks, and flexible
canvas ducting should be used to connect it to the main
system. Noise- reduction baffles should be inserted in the
first lengths of ducting and ducts should be suspended
by vibration- isolation hangers. These same hangers should
be used on all pipes that run overhead in the studios. In my
case, one wall pillar in the studio area was a dummy with
high pressure hot water heating pipes running through it.
The solution was to fill the column with vermiculite by pouring it in near the roof slab and re- sealing the column with
vermiculite by pouring it in near the roof slab and re- sealing
the column with plaster.

Everything discussed above should provide good sound
isolation -however there are still a few details that should he
noted. Do everything you can to maintain the transmission
loss just obtained: as an example. do not install back -to -back
grower outlets. This sort of thing is a perfect way to have
leaks from room to room. Avoid cutting into the wall for
fixtures of any sort. I used surface -mounted warning lights at
the doors for just this reason. If you have a solid concrete
floor as I did, bring your cable runs in overhead, above the
ceiling. I found that 5 -inch plastic tubing installed through
the walls, and sealed to it with caulking cement, worked very
well. After the cables were all in, this duct qas stuffed with
cotton batting. I would recommend a wooden duct be run
down the wall from the tubes and across the floor behind the
equipment.

It

is not the intend of this article to discuss room acoustics,

but a few tips before construction starts could well make the
job simpler when the time comes. Obtain a good book on the
subject. This book should give you some detail on the golden
measurements for studios and, if at all possible, work these
ratios into the room sizes. Once the equipment is installed
and the usual number of upholstered chairs put in place, the
only wall treatment you should have to use will be well placed panels of good acoustic tile. If you still have a low
frequency boom as I did to control room 3 of FIGURE 2, a
wall- mounted low frequency resonator should do the trick.
(For further information on this subject, see Michael Rettinger's article elsewhere in this issue. -Ed.)
I have not meant to imply that broadcast studios are easy
to construct, or that the highest quality possible should not
be strived for. Rather, if the need is for the typical announce;'
operate control room used so often in today's radio with a
booth for news or telephone shows, this method should give
you a clean sound without noise from other sources, either
by leakage or flanking. It should make the move to new
studios much simpler, be faster than older methods, keep construction costs down, and give your listeners a very pleasant
sound when you proudly announce you are operating from the

Figure 6. The double Floor track into which the studs are placed.

new site.
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A Modular Console Design
EDWARD J. GATELY, JR.

This article describes a particular approach
to the design and manufacture of console
components with a view toward user
assembly of the finished system.

complex console design took
a giant step forward with the development of the
strip. For the first time, logical functions were
grouped together in a single component. This development made the building of complex consoles substanBOUT FIVE YEARS AGO

m
m

Edward J. Gately, Jr. is the president of Gately Electronics,
57 N'est Hillcrest Avenue, Havertown, Pa.

tially easier than it had been previously. However, even with
this advance in component design, the building of a complete
console was beyond the ability of the average studio engineer
or technician if the finished console was to be free of ground
loops, hum r. -f. interference and other bugs; because the
channel switching, mixing and control functions were not
modularized as complete units.
For the past several years we have been working on the
development of a new building block concept which would
allow the average studio engineer or technician to build his
own multi -input console with all the operational advantages
of the strip, but eliminating as many as possible of the required interconnections and their potential for hum, noise and
other troubles by combining the switching, mixing and control functions in modular building blocks.
The design criteria set down for this program are as follows:

modular building block concept allowing the average
technician to build for himself complex broadcast or recording consoles having a variety of functions and uses.
1) A

modular concept allowing console design in many
different console arrangements to meet similar customer
needs, and to allow easy expansion or adaption to changing
requirements.
2) A

3) Package designs which permit easy field servicing by
means of plug -in semiconductors and plug -in circuit card

assemblies.
4) All electronic circuitry to represent the existing state
of the art by intelligent applications of integrated circuits.
5) The modular packaging concept to be adaptable to

either console or standard rack mounting.

It was decided that these criteria could be best realized
by design of six modular building blocks. Each modular
building block having its particular function repeated eight
times. (For example the equalizer module contains eight
separate and independent equalizers.) These six modular
building blocks are:

INPUT MODULE
The input module contains eight input circuits each of which accomplishes
the following functions:
Channel gain by means of a slide

1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Input module
Equalizer module
8 x 8 matrix switching and active combining module
8 x 4 matrix switching and active combining module
8 x 2 matrix switching and active combining module
Control module

Each modular package is completely self contained except
for the power supply. All modules operate from a central
highly regulated power supply having an output of +18 and
-18 volts. One power supply has sufficient capacity to power
up to 10 modules. This power supply is short -circuit proof.
Each amplifying function is accomplished using a hybrid
operational amplifier utilizing an integrated circuit and discrete semiconductors, and having a minimum of 50 dB of
negative feedback. Each integrated circuit or transistor
plugs into a socket on a printed -circuit card. Each printedcircuit card contains, in addition to the semiconductors, the
compensating circuits, feedback resistors, summing resistors,
output capacitor, and other circuit components. The card
plugs into a printed- circuit connector. Since most malfunctions of equipment of this type are by semiconductors, this
double plug -in arrangement permits rapid service by either
replacing the faulty semiconductor or the complete assembly.
For this application the i -c operational amplifier technique
is combined with discrete components in order to meet all the
requirements of present professional audio standards. The
amplifiers must exhibit high open loop gains (90 dB), low
noise ( -127 dBm), and high output ( +24 dBm into 600
ohms), and of course reasonable price. There are several ic's
which meet all the requirements except for the output power
requirement. By combining one of these ic's with a complementary pair emitter -follower output stage all of the requirements can be met.
All amplifiers are identical except for gain which is determined by feedback resistor selection. All amplifiers are
capable of driving an unbalanced 600 -ohm line directly.
Where transformers are required for line balancing or phase
reversal, a 600: 600 -ohm transformer may be patched directly
into the circuit.

potentiometer. (Echo send by means of
a rotary potentiometer. Mic gain of
30, 45 and 60 dB front panel selectable
by means of a pushbutton switch. Off line-mic selection by means of a pushbutton switch. Echo-send take -off point

selectable by means of a pushbutton
switch, PRE 1 (before equalizer and
pot), PRE 2 (after equalizer and before
pot) and POST (after equalizer and
pot). Size 8% in. high x 19 -in. wide x
7 % -in. deep.

w

A functional block diagram of one
of the eight sections of the input
module is shown in FIGURE 1. Cue
position on the slide pot along with an
integral cue summing amplifier is available optionally.

EQUALIZER
This module wires into the input module
and contains eight independent equalizers having Hi freq peaking type
equalization at five frequencies and LO
freq equalization at two frequencies.
An in -out switch is also incorporated.
Boost and cut curves are symetrical.
The equalizer has unity gain. Detailed
specifications for one of the eight equalizer sections follow:
Hi -freq. equalization; Peaking type boost or cut at the following frequencies: 1.5 khz. 3 khz, 5 khz, 10 khz and
20 khz. Steps available; Boost or cut of
2, 4. 6, 9, and 12 dB. Lo -freq. equalization; 40 or 100 Hz boost or cut in steps

of 2. 4, 6. 9 and
Size 7 -in. high x

12 dB. in -out switch.
19 -in. wide x 7 % -in.

deep.

A functional block diagram of one
of the eight sections is shown in FIGURE

,,,E
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MATRIX SWITCHER

8 x 8

AND ACTIVE
COMBINING MODULE
This unit accepts eight inputs and
assigns any input to any of nine outputs in any combination by means of a
nine -position

push -push

switch.

The

ninth position permits assigning the
output to a solo channel. The signals
from the assignment switch are sent
to the input of the operational amplifiers for mixing. Channel isolation exceeds 70 dB. Two extra summing inputs are provided on each amplifier;
the first allows high level paralleling of
matrix switch modules, and the second
allows simultaneous slating of all channels. Two versions of this module are
in turn available; the first as described
above and the second includes for each
channel an additional double push -push
switch and associated amplifiers allowing two- channel echo assignment. This
module has unity gain and is phase normalized to allow patching on both sides
of the module. A functional diagram is
shown in FIGURE 3. Size of this module
is 7 -in. high x 19 -in. wide x 7 % -in. deep.
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Figure 3. The 8 x 8 matrix switcher and active combining module.
Only one channel is shown. For simplicity the grounding of inputs
in off position is not shown. All switches are push -push for multiple
assignments.

Figure 1. A block diagram of the input module described in the text
Only one of the eight sections is shown.
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Figure 2. One of the eight sections of the equalizer module.
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Figure 4. The 8 x 4 switcher. This unit is otherwise similar to that
shown in Figure 3.

8 x 4

MATRIX SWITCHER

MASTER CONTROL UNIT

AND ACTIVE
COMBINING MODULE
This unit accepts eight inputs and
assigns any input to any of five outputs
by means of a five- position push -push
switch. This unit is intended for use as
a 4-channel echo switcher in 8- or 16track systems or as a channel switcher in
4 -track systems. As in the 8 x 8 switcher
all mixing is accomplished by i.c.
opamps and the fifth position is intended for a solo function. See FIGURE 4
An optional version is available
having an additional double push -push
switch for two channel echo assignment
when used in a four track system. Size
of this module is 5 %-in high x 19 -in.
wide x 7 % -in. deep.
8 x 2

MATRIX SWITCHER

This unit is similar to the matrix modules described above except being
limited to 8 x 2 switching and combining. Size is 3 3-in. high x 19 -in. wide
and 7 % -in. deep. This unit is useful
for two- channel matrix echo switching
in small consoles.

IP

PAN
POT.

io

CAL

This unit is intended for combining
the eight- channel information into stereo
and mono signals for monitor or rerecording purposes. The eight program
input signals can be panned individually between either of the two
stereo output channels. Four echo return signals can be level controlled
and panned between the two stereo
output signals. Stereo output level
setting is accomplished with slide pots.
A derived mono signal is available and
has its own slide pot for level control.
Provision is incorporated to accept
signals directly from spring -type echo
devices as well as high -level echo devices. FIGURE 4 shows the functional
diagram of the complete control module.
This module is 7 -in. high by 19 -in. wide
by 7 % -in. deep. It also has application
in existing consoles where it is desired to
add panning and echo facilities. See
FIGURE 5.

All modules are normalled to have
0- degree phase shift in order that
patching can he installed anywhere in

the system without phase -reversal problems.
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Figure 5. The control module. Only
connections horn pan -pot 1 to the
summing amplifier are shown for
simplicity, all pan -pots being identical. Provision is incorporated for
echo return booster amplifier for
use with low -level echo devices.
High -level devices bring the signal
directly to the echo -return pot.
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Figure 6. Typical equalizer high- hequency curves. Other frequencies
and attenuation or boosts are similar.

Now that we have described the design criteria and how
the various modules were packaged to meet these criteria,
let us explore some typical console application problems and
how they could be solved using these building blocks.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
People doing remote recordings, small studios doing stereo
and mono recordings, broadcast station production studios
and studios doing mix downs of 4- and 8- channel recordings
require a small console meeting the following requirements:
1) 8 inputs switchable between line and microphone. 2) echo
send on each input assignable to either of two echo buses.
3) equalization on each input channel 4) signal panning
5) reduction of the multichannel input information to stereo
or mono signals with echo return addition.
Such a system could be built using the described building block modules. Input signals would be processed and equalized using the input module and equalizer. 8 x 2 matrix

switcher and active -combiner module derives the two channel
echo -send signals, and a control module handles signal panning and mixing as well as the audition of echo- return signals.
This combination of modules would occupy an area of
25 % -in. high x 19 -in. wide not including the meter panel
which would add 3% in. to the height. Maximum depth
would be 7% in. Packaging could be accomplished by mounting a standard 19 -in. rack in a portable case for remote work,
a table -top console or a free -standing console.
The recording world is constantly changing and as a result
it is not uncommon for remote recorders and small studios
to work in the 4 -track medium in order that mixing and
balance decisions can be made at a leisurely mix -down session
rather than under the pressure of the original session. A
further advantage of the 4 -track medium is its ability to work
in the sel -sync mode allowing corrections or additions to
previously accomplished work.
Such applications can be met by a console or portable
mixing system having eight line, /mic inputs, equalization,
8 x 4 matrix program switching, 8 x 2 echo matrix switching,
and panning of the input signals. Outputs would include four
to the recorder, two to the echo device, panned and mixed
stereo, and mono output signals.
Such a system could be easily fabricated using a Series
Eight input module, a equalizer module, a matrix switcher
with the optional 8 x 2 echo switching, and a Control Module.
8 -track studios have requirements for eight, sixteen -, or
even twenty four -input consoles having eight outputs to the
recorder as well as mixed -down mono and stereo outputs.
These consoles frequently have more extensive echo requirements so that more than one type of echo device can be
driven simultaneously.
The simplest console for such an application would have
eight inputs, four echo buses and eight- two- and one -channel
outputs.
This relatively simple console can be fabricated using a
Series Eight input module and an equalizer module to handle
the input signal chores. An 8 x 8 matrix switcher and combiner would derive the signals to the recorder. An 8 x 6
matrix switcher and combiner would be used to derive the
echo -send signals. A control module would handle the panning and mixing requirements. This equipment would mount
in an area 19 % -in. high by 38 -in. wide (alternate 35 -in. high
by 19 -in. wide) and could be rack mounted or built into a
table top or free- standing console. Expansion to sixteen or
even twenty -four inputs can be handled by adding additional
input, equalizer, and 8 x 8 and 8 x 4 matrix switcher modules.

SYSTEM GROWTH

Figure 7. The Four basic modules described in the text. From top to
bottom they are -the matrix switcher and active combining network,
the equalizer module, input module, and control module.

The typical system such as first described above can grow to
become the second system or even the most complex version
of the third by merely adding additional input, equalizer
and matrix combining networks. Thus it can be seen that it
is possible to start with a very simple eight input, stereo or
mono output console and have it grow to become a twenty four input, eight- output recording console with stereo and
mono mix down facilities with full echo facilities. It should
be further noted that the associated wiring problems of
adding or rearranging the console to meet new requirements
are minimized to simple module interconnections as the eight
element building block modular concept eliminates for the
console builder much of the inter -component wiring. Since all
inter -module signals are low impedance and at line -level,
potential problems with hum, noise and r. -f. interference are
virtually eliminated.
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Graphic Frequency Response Equalizer
specially bred for studio work.
trum shape. And let you reset the same spectrum later.
Designed by you with the features you recommended,
There's nothing else quite like it!
B &K's Model 124 has the quality heritage of the Model
An easily read VU meter permits you to maintain proper
123 -with a new set of characteristics all its own!
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Low- Frequency Sound
Aosorbcrs
MICHAEL RETTINGER

The control of low- frequency reverberation
and accentuation in small studios can be a
most vexing problem. The author shows a
number of methods of combat that may
be used.

that small rooms exhibit boominess or
an accentuation of low-frequency notes generated therein.
This is due to the fact that in small enclosures (say, less
than 10,000 cu. ft.) there exist large frequency intervals
between the low -order normal modes. Thus, when the bass
component of a complex musical note coincides with a mode,
the room will resonate to it and the pitch will become intensified.
For sound- recording studios, monitoring rooms, and reverberation chambers it is desired to restrict the low-frequency
reverberation to achieve a flat reverberation characteristic, or
variation of reverberation time with frequency. Because most
commercial acoustic materials exhibit an absorptivity at
1000 hertz materially greater -sometimes several times
greater-than at 100 hertz, a special compensatory sound absorptive measure is required for such rooms. It is the purpose of these pages to discuss several ways and means of constructing sound -absorbers which are more effective for the
low than the high registers.
T IS WELL KNOWN

Membrane Absorbers. The fundamental frequency of a
thin, pliable, square sheet is given by
0.705

t

13.8

a

m

A

f

T

vM

where t and T are the membrane tensions in dynes /cm and
lb /inch respectively; in and NI are the surface densities of
the membrane in g /sq. cm. and lb. sq. ft.; and a and A are
the lengths of the sides of the membrane in cm. and ft.
Thus a 0.015 inch -thick sheet of plastic, weighing 0.09 Ib.
sq. ft. arranged in a one -foot- square frame, with a tension of
2 lb. /inch, will have a fundamental frequency of

Michael Rettinger is a consultant on acoustics. He has written
many articles and books on the subject.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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=65 hertz

This type of membrane is quite closely approached by oil
and uniformly stretched layers of canvas
with a more or less sound- opaque surface. Indeed, art galleries
are often characterized by a rather flat reverberation characteristic, while circus tents have practically no low- frequency
reverberation.
Spaced Screen. This term is meant to represent a sound transparent layer. like a hung curtain, placed at a distance
from a rigid wall. When the space between sheet and wall is a
quarter-wavelength or multiple thereof, maximum absorption results; when the distance is a half -wavelength or multiple thereof, minimum absorption occurs. Thus a curtain
spaced two feet from a reflective wall is highly absorbent at
1128/4X2 =141 hertz, but little absorbent at 282 hertz, so
that its absorption characteristic is beset by a series of peaks
and dips extending to the very high registers.
\\'hen a membrane is spaced at a distance from a wall, the
stretched sheet may absorb sound not only at its fundamental
frequency as explained in (1) above, but also because of the
distance effect described here. The effect is due to the fact
that here, at a quarter -wavelength from the rigid wall, maximum air -particle velocity occurs for this frequency. As a

paintings- tightly

sound wave strikes the spaced screen, the pressure pulse
passes readily through the curtain, because of its porous
nature. \\'hen it impinges on the massive barrier it is almost
totally reflected due to the large difference between the speed
of propagation of sound in the hard material compared with
the speed of sound in air. As a result of this very efficient
reflection, a sound- pressure maximum occurs at the wall
surface. Also, since the wall does not move, the air-particle
velocity near the wall is a minimum. The nature of compressional wave motion, however, is such that a velocity
maximum must occur at a location one -fourth of a wavelength removed from a velocity minimum, just as a pressure
minimum must occur at one- quarter wavelength distance
from a pressure maximum. When a low -frequency sound
wave, say 141 hertz, strikes the wall, the air -particle velocity
at the wall is essentially zero, while at a distance two feet
from the wall (where the curtain is located), it is maximum.
Since for high sound absorption the movement of the air
within the volume occupied by the porous material must he
great, practically all acoustic products are efficient low frequency absorbers only when they are spaced at a relatively
great distance from a rigid harrier. This phenomenon also
explains the comparatively high sound absorption of socalled integrated or suspended acoustic ceilings.
Spaced Panel. When a sound -opaque panel is spaced at
a distance from a hard wall, the air between panel and wall
acts as a spring to which a mass (the panel) is fastened. Such
a mechanical system has a fundamental frequency given by
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Figure 1. The resonant frequency of a plywood panel
of its thickness, for various wall spacings.

as e

function

As in the case of a stretched membrane, a spaced panel absorbs sound energy through its internal viscous damping,
whereby some of the acoustic energy is converted into heat.
Because diaphragm excursion is greatest at resonance, energy

conversion is maximum at this frequency.

Perforated Panel. FIGURE 2 shows the fundamental frequency of a perforated panel as a function of the product of
its thickness and wall spacing, for various amounts of open
surface. The apertures in the board, together with the airspace behind the panel, constitute a Helmholtz resonator,
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where M = surface density of panel, lb. /sq. ft.
D = distance between panel and rigid backing,
Thus a 3/8 inch -thick plywood panel, weighing 0.9 !b.
sq. ft., and spaced one inch from a wall, has a fundamental
frequency of 179'(0.9)1 = 179 hertz.
FIGURE 1 shows the relationship between resonant frequency and plywood panel thickness for several air spaces
between panel and wall.
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Figure 2. The resonant frequency of a perforated panel as a funcits thickness and wall spacing, for various
amounts of open surface (surface porosity).
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a neck length equal to the thickness of the sheet. "l'he
equation for the resonant frequency of the perforated acoustic
treatment is given by

f

= 2130

A

(1l)

where A = percent open

= 0.785
s

ll

¡I

x

(.

= hole diameter, inches
= spacing between hole centers, inches

= panel thickness, inches
= depth of air -space behind perforated panel.
Note that for any given hole diameter, the resonant frequency is proportional to the number of holes per unit area,
and inversely proportional to both panel thickness and depth
of air -space. Thus, to achieve a low resonant frequency-say,
150 hertz-with the usual 1 /8 -in. thick Masonite panel with
its 10 per cent open surface (A = 0.10), the depth of the
required air-space behind the panel comes to 162 inches. By
making the panel 1 -in. thick and employing only 1 per cent
open surface (1.44 sq. in. /sq. ft.), the air-space can be made
d

little

as 2 inches.
acoustic disadvantage connected with perforated
panels of this sort is the high -frequency echoes produced by
large sheets when an impulsive sound source is located in
front of them, and the flutter echoes produced when such a
source is placed between parallel sheets of this kind. This is
due to the anti -resonant frequencies of such a panel, for
which frequencies the absorption becomes a minimum. These
holes are not readily evident in the absorption characteristic
of such a construction when it is measured in the usual manner
in a reverberation chamber at discrete frequencies. The reason
for it is that in such a room the sound strikes the material at
all possible angles (random sound incidence), so that the
effect of the anti -resonant frequencies, dependent as they are
on the angle of sound incidence, becomes little noticeable.
The detection of these holes is made more difficult by the
as

An

100 V-CU.C.M.

300

chart for slat absorbers.

with

a

500

fact that none of the test frequencies may coincide with any
of the anti -resonant frequencies of the perforated panel. In
the case of a handclap. however. originating in front of a
panel, the sound strikes the panel at normal incidence, and
the return of the pertinent signal component becomes readily
audible as an echo or echoette.
Slat Absorbers. This type of absorber may be constructed
with slats or battens -generally 1 X 3 inch boards-spaced
from 0.1 inch to 0.5 inch or farther apart, with an air -space
of 1 to 10 inches behind the slats, with the space often containing a generous amount of sound- absorbent material.
FIGURE 3 contains design information for this type of low frequency absorber. As an example. consider 1 X 3 inch
(2.5 cm X 7.5 cm.) slats spaced 0.2 inch (0.5 cm.) apart. so
that d = 2.5 cm. (1 inch), W = 7.7 cm. (3 inches). 2r = 0.5
cm. (3/16 inch). For a resonant frequency of 150 hertz, the
volume behind a set of slats, per centimeter length of slat,
comes to 150 cu. cm, as shown in the center part of the figure.
This means that the air -space, D, behind the slats should
he 150/7.7 = 19.5 cm. = 7.7 inches.
This type of low -frequency sound -absorber has proven
very effective in disk and motion -picture scoring stages and
monitoring rooms, and wherever it has been deemed desirable
to have a nearly flat reverberation characteristic. A refinement in tke construction consists in applying the slats not as a
flat surface but as a cylindrical surface, as when the slats are
nailed against space circular wood saddles to form vertically
slotted, cylindrical splays.
In FIGURE 3, the volume per unit length of absorber, that
is, per centimeter along its length or height, is given by

V = WD x

1

cu. cm.

3x107
d

-

6.62
1.462 log2rfo)
=
2r +
where fo = resonant frequency
d = slat thickness, cm
W = center -to-center distance between slats, cn'i.

=w %2r

w = slat width, cm.
D = depth of air space behind slats, cm.
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PASSES THE INDUSTRY'S MOST COMPACT 16 TRACK RECORDER
WITH LOTS OF ROOM TO SPARE, AND LOTS MORE TO OFFER!
The 3M Brand 16 Track Recorder is unexcelled in the
familiar studio game of squeezing the most out of
floor space. Overall base dimensions are 27 inches
wide by 22.5 inches deep. (In square feet that's only

4.2.)
But compactness is only a small part of the story.
Added to this space economy, studios continue
to enjoy the top performance that has made 3M's
professional audio recorder a new standard in the
recording industry. In the last three years, playback
pre -amp and overdub noise has been improved by

10 db. Mincom's exclusive Isoloop" tape drive uti-

lizing a differential capstan maintains constant tape
tension in just 3'/2 " of unsupported tape. This results
in the lowest wow, flutter and scrape in the industry.
Erasure has been improved by 10 db.
Plus: DC transport and dynamic braking,
advanced electronics, unequalled no- stretch no -snap
tape handling, stable and rugged 1.5 -inch cast top
plate -and Remote Sync Control, 7"x 7"x4", included
at no extra cost.
Write for details and specifications.
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QUICK SUMMARY
LOS ANGELES HILTON HOTEL
SUNDAY, MAY 3,
10:00 A.M.

Exhibitors Breakfast

No sessions Monday
May 5 -9:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
Wednesday, May 6 -9:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.

Los Angeles Room

SUNDAY, MAY 3,
5:00 -7:00 P.M.

Tuesday,

No -Host Welcoming

Cocktail Party
Sierra Room

REGISTRATION
Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,

May 4 -8:00 A.M.
May 5 -9:00 A.M.
May 6 -9:00 A.M.
May 7 -9:00 A.\1.

to
to
to
to

5:00
8:00
5:00
8:00

P.M.
P. \I.

P.M
l'. \I.

.

EXHIBIT HOURS
Pacific, Wilshire and Garden Rooms

Monday and Tuesday.
May 4 & 5
Wednesday and
Thursday, May 6 & 7

1:00 P.M. to 9:00
11:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

E

F
G & H

J
K
Los Angeles Room
Golden State Room
I.
M
N
O, P and ( i

Session Q, Recording Studio Workshop, will be held in
several recording studios in the Hollywood area.
Registrants who have made reservations for the workshop will board buses at the 7th Street entrance to the
hotel on the lower lobby at 6:30 P.M.

DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

LADIES ACTIVITIES

Mission, Cleveland, Washington, Detroit. Boston,
St. Louis, and Foy Rooms

Many and varied activities have been arranged for the
ladies. A separate sheet describes these in detail.
Ladies may join the hostess and her committee in the
New York Room at 9:00 A.M. each day for coffee and
sweet rolls before commencing the day's activities.

TECHNICAL SESSIONS
Golden State Room:
Los Angeles Room:

Monday,

m

Social Hour
-7:00 P.M.
Awards Banquet -8:00 P.M.
Thursday, May 7 -9:30 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
*2:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
*Note late starting time.

evening

Sessions A, C, E, F, G, J, K.
L, M, and O
Sessions 13, D, H, N, and P

May 4 -9:30 A.M. A & 13
2:00 P.M. C & D

Ladies Committee
Gail (Mrs. Hugh) Allen, Gotham Audio Corporation
Jeri Boyd, Langevin
Jane Geier. The Jane Geier Co.
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TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Development and Application of a New "Tracing
Simulator " -Dicter Braschoss, Georg Neumann,

\la

Electro-acoustic GmbH, Berlin, Translated and read
by Stephen F. Temmer, Gotham Audio Corporation,
New York, N. Y.

Monday,
4. 1970 -9:311 A.M.
Golden State Room

MOTION

PICTURE SOUND TECHNIQUES

Chairman: JOSEI'lI D. KELLY
Glen Glenn Sound, Hollywood, California

New Production Sound Dolly and Automated
Transfer Unit -Elliot Bliss, CBS Studio Center,
A

Studio City, California

Re- Recording Process-James G. Stewart, Glen
Glenn Sound Co., Hollywood, California
The Sound Recording Console--Barry K. Henley,
Glen Glenn Sound Co., Hollywood, California

Film Recording Equipment, as Installed at the
American Zoetrope Company -San Francisco,
California -K. Kenneth \Iiura, Dept. of Cinema,
University of Southern California, Los Angeles,
California
A New Sprocket Driven Audio Recorder /Reproducer- Donald R. Collins, Tele -Cine Inc., New York,
New York
An Electronic Looping System -Otto Popelka and
Norman Prisament, Magna -Tech Electronic Company,
Inc., New York, New York

Interaction Between Tracing and Deformation
Errors Duane H. Cooper, University of Illinois,
Urbana. Illinois
An Evaluation of the Forces Required to Move a
Tone Arm -John J. Bubbers, Stanton Magnetics Inc.,
Plainview, New York
Maximum Levels in the Record. Playback System -- Arnold Schwartz, Micro- Point, Inc., \ \'hite
Plains, New York

The Compatible Stereo Generator and its Application to All Stereo Media-Howard S. Holzer,
Holzer Audio Engineering Corporation, Van Nuys,
California

Monday, May 4, 1970 -2:00 P.M.
Los Angeles Room

AUDIO IN AM, FM, AND
TV BROADCASTING
Chairman: RICHARD \V. BURDEN
Richard

III.

Burden Associates, .Ill. Kisco,

New York

Transmission of Additional Aural Channels on
Television Carrier -John .\. Moseley, Moseley Asso-

Monday, i\lay 4, 1970 -9:30 A.M.
Los Angeles Room

ciates, Inc., Goleta, California

Report on Possible Multiplex Methods for the
Transmission of Four Channel FM Stereo -W. S.

ACOUSTICAL NOISE AND NOISE
CONTROL
Chairman: KENNETH M. ELDRED
I yle Laboratories, El Segundo, California

Some Problems and Successes in Controlling

Noise Exposure in California Industry-William W.
Steffan, Division of Industrial Safety, State of California, San Francisco, California
A Systems Approach to Aircraft Noise Control
Daniel W. Emory, Daniel W. Emory & Associates,
Newport Beach, California
The Motor Vehicle Noise Problem and What is
Being Done About It -Ross A. Little, Engineering
Section, California Highway Patrol, Sacramento,
California
Measurement of Traffic Noise on Connecticut
Highways -Gerald A. Budelman and Edward J.
Foster, CBS Laboratories, Stamford, Connecticut
Needs and Specifications for Audio Equipment
Used in Psychoacoustic Work -Lawrence E. Lang don, McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Douglas Aircraft
Co., Long Beach, California

-

Monday, May 4, 1970 -2:00 P.M.
Golden State Room

DISC RECORDING

AND

REPRODUCTION
Chairman: STEPHEN F. TEMMER
Gotham Audio Corporation, New York, N. Y.

o

Halstead, Multiplex Development Corp. and RTV
International, New York, N. Y.
A Review of Program Level Indicating Systems- John G. McKnight, Ampex Stereo Tapes Division.
Redwood City, California
Readout Devices Other Than the Standard VU
Meter as a Better Means of Measuring Peak
Levels -Leroy C. Granlund, Western Broadcast Services, Sunnyvale, California
Panel Discussion -A Review and Discussion of the
Problem Areas of Peak Levels and Loudness Control and Measurement-John G. McKnight; Leroy
C. Granlund; Bernard Katz, B & K Instruments; Arno
Meyer, Belar Electronics Lab. Moderator: Richard W.
Burden

Microphone Recordings for Radio and TV When
Loudspeaker Equipment is Simultaneously Used
for an Audience -Ernst-Joachim Voelker, Stierstadt
Taunus, \Vest Germany
Tuesday, May 3, 1970 -9:30 A.M.
Golden State Room

MICROPHONES AND PLAYBACK
CARTRIDGES
Chairman: ROBERT W. CARR
Shure Brothers, Evanston, Illinois

Miniature Electret Microphones -- Freeman

W.

Fraim and Preston V. Murphy, Thermo Electron Corporation, Waltham, Massachusetts

Third Order Gradient Microphone for Speech
Reception -B. R. Beavers and R. Brown, LTV Re-

A

Ring Modulator Device for the Performing

Musician-Thomas

ter, Anaheim, California

E. Oberheim, Oberheim Electronics, Inc., Santa Monica, California
The Use of Buchla Synthesizer in Musical Composition- Morton Subotnick, Consultant, CBS Musical Instruments, Fullerton, California

Microphone Accessory Shock Mount for Stand or
Boom Use- Gerald \V. Plice, Shure Brothers, Evans-

Demonstration of the Practical Application of
Electronics in Music- Martin Subotnick, Allan

ton, Illinois

\Vinsberg, Bradley Plunkett, Thomas Oberkeim,
Harold Rhodes, and Jody C. Hall, Moderator

search Center, :\nahcim. California

Experimental Wide Bandwidth Tooth Contact
Microphone -Austin J. Brouns, LTV Research Cen-

Closing the Wireless Versus Wired Microphone
Dependability Gap -Barry 1\1. Kaufman, Vega Electronics, Santa Clara, California
Bi- Radial and Spherical Stylus Performance in a
Broadcast Disc Reproducer -J. R. Sank, RCA,
Camden, New Jersey
New Directions in Microphone Placement-James
Cunningham, 8 -Track Recording Company, Chicago,
Illinois

Los Angeles Room

AUDIO MEASUREMENTS AND
INSTRUMENTATION
Chairman GERALD G. GROSS
Hewlett- Packard Corporation,

Palo Alto.

California

Tuesday, May 5, 1970 -2:00 P.M.
Golden State Rooni

LOUDSPEAKERS
Chairman: RICHARD C. HEVSER
Jet Propulsion Laboratories,

Tuesday, May 5, 1970 -7:30 P.M.

Pasadena,

California

An Improved Field Corrector for Free -Field Microphone Calibrations- Edward J. Foster, Louis T.
Fiore, and Benjamin B. Bauer, CBS Laboratories,
Stamford Connecticut
Simplified Spectral Analysis by Use of a Band
Limited Random Noise Test Record-Robert R.
Beavers, Altec -Lansing, Anheim, California

-

Loudspeaker Measurement Techniques-Charles

Impulse Responsive Adapter for Chart Recorder

L.

McShane, Acoustic Research, Inc., Cambridge,
Massachusetts

Edward J. Foster and Benjamin B. Bauer, CBS Laboratories, Stamford, Connecticut

Some Observations and Speculations on the Role
of Speakers in Stereophonic Reproduction -Joel

Acoustic Impedance Calibrator for Mask and
Microphone Measurements -A. J. Brouns and C.T.

C. Finegan, 31\1 Co., St. Paul, Minnesota

Morrow, LTV Research Center, Anaheim, California

The Inter -Relationship of Cabinet Volume,
Low Frequency Resonance and Efficiency for
Acoustic Suspension Systems -Joel C. Finegan,

The Measure Flutter in Audio Tape Record/
Reproduce Machines -R. A. Christner, Date Meas-

3M Co., St. Paul, Minnesota

Acoustical Circuits Revisited -Robert Howard,
James B. Lansing Co., Los Angeles, California

Time Delay Distortion in Multi -Speaker Loud Speaker Systems-Martin Gersten, Rectilinear Research Corp., New York, New York
Wisdom and Witchcraft of Old Wives Tales About
Woofer Baffles
Robert Ashley and Thomas A.
Saponas, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs,
Colorado

-J.

Tuesday, May 5, 1970 -7:30 P.M.
Golden State Room

ELECTRONICS APPLIED TO MUSIC
Chairman JODY C. HALL
Thomas Organ Company, Sepulveda, Cali-

fornia
Techniques of Generating and Gating Source
Signals in Modern Electronic Organs-Allan E.
\Vinsberg, Thomas Organ Company, Sepulveda, California

The Electronic Piano -- Harold Rhodes, CBS Musical
Instruments, Fullerton, California

Changing Pitch and Timbre of Woodwind Instruments by Electronic Means -Bradley Plunkett,
United Recording Electronics Industries, North Hollywood, California

urements Corporation, Palo Alto, California
Precision Sound Level Recording System for Industrial Environments -Gerald G. Gross and Wolfgang Glietsch, Hewlett- Packard, Palo Alto, California
Wednesday, May 6, 1970-9:30 A.M.
Golden State Room

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS AND
ELECTROACOUSTICS
Chairman: MICHAEL RETTINGER
Consultant on Acoustics, Encino, California

Noise: The New Pollutant, Motion Picture Produced by the National Educational Television
Network With a Grant From the Acoustical Materials Association -NET Film Service, Indiana
University, Bloomington, Indiana
An Historical and Architectural Review of Opera
Halls of the World -Wilfred A. Malmlund, Bolt,
Beranek and Newman, Inc., Van Nuys, California
Microphone Thermal Agitation Noise-Harry F.
Olson, David Sarnof7 Research Center, RCA Laboratories, Princeton, New Jersey
Planning of U. S. Air Force Audio Visual Center,
Norton Air Force Base, San Bernardino, California- Robert \V. Houts, Sound Services Division, AF
Audio Visual Center, Norton Air Force Base, California, and Michael Rettinger, Consultant on Acoustics,
Encino, California
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Wednesday, May 6, 1970 -2:00 P.M.
Golden State Room

SIGNAL CONTROL AND PROCESSING
Chairman: WILLIAM P. BRANDT,
Altec Lansing, Anaheim, California

Design Philosophy in the Construction of Multichannel Portable Mixing Consoles- George Alexandrovich, Sr., Fairchild Sound Equipment Corporation,
Long Island City, N. Y.
Modules. ..Why.'- Oliver Berliner, SounDesign Engineers. Beverly Hills. California
When is Phase Shift Objectionable '-Robert A.
Bushnell, Bushnell Electronics Corporation, Van Nuys.
California

Electronic Adjustment of Monitoring Acoustics

-

Daniel N. Flickinger, Elektracoustics Division, Daniel
N. Flickinger and Associates, Inc., Hudson, Ohio
The Stereo Synthesizer and Stereo Matrix: New

Techniques for Generating Stereo Space- Robert
Orban, Kurt Orban Co., Inc., East Palo Alto, California

The Disclosure of Hidden Information in Sound
Recording -E. Roerbaek Madsen, Bang & Olufsen
A /S, Struer, Denmark
Thursday, May 7, 1970 -9:30 A.M.
Golden State Room

Chairman: LEO L. BERANEK
Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts
Growth of Vocal Output -Mark B. Gardner, Bell
Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hill, New Jersey
Application of Rating Scales to Quantify subjective Evaluations for a Group of Concert Halls
B. G. Wafters, R. Johnson, R. L. Kirkegaard; Bolt,
Beranek and Newman, Inc., Cambridge. Massachusetts
The Stimulation of Moving Sound Sources-John
Chowning, Dept. of Music, Stanford University. Stanford, California
A Demonstration of Moving Sound Sources -John
Chowning Dept. of Music, Stanford University, Stanford California
Determination of an Effective Tone Ring Signal
Richard M. Hunt, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc..
Indianapolis, Indiana
Simulating Jet Aircraft Flyover Noise for Subjective Judgments-Karl S. Pearsons; Bolt, Beranek and
Newman, Inc., Van Nuys, California

-

-

7, 1970 -2:30 P.M.
Los Angeles Room

Thursday, May

AMPLIFIERS AND AUDIO CIRCUITRY
Chairman: JOHN P. JARVIS
Consultant, Northridge, California

MAGNETIC RECORDING AND
REPRODUCTION
Chairman JOHN T. MULLIN
Mincom Division, 3M Co., Camarillo, California
A New Rotary Turret Head Mounting System for
Multiple Track Configurations-Pat Tobin, Program Dynamics, Inc., Los Angeles. California
A

Standard Vocabulary for Audio Tape Dupli-

cators- Haskell \I.

Metz, Otani of America, Ltd..
Inglewood, California
Development of a New Magnetic Tape for Music
Mastering -Delos A. Eilers, 3M Company, Magnetic
Products Division, St. Paul Minnesota

Measurements of Mechanical Properties of Magnetic Tape-Robert A. Finger, Patrick Murphy, and
Edward J. Foster, CBS Laboratories, Stamford, Connecticut
A Drop -Out Perceptibility Counter -Edward J.
Foster, CBS Laboratories, Stamford Connecticut

Specifications for Magnetic Recording and Reproducing Heads, and Tapes -John G. McKnight
Stereo Tapes Division, Ampex Corp., Redwood City,
California
Musicassette Interchangeability: The Facts Behind the Facts -- E. R. Hanson, North American
Philips Corporation, New York. N. V.

Thursday, May

a

7, 1970

-2:00 P.M.

Audio Engineering and the Publications Group

-

Charles R. Horton, Altec Lansing, Anaheim, California
Eliminating RF From Audio Systems -Paul E.
Gregg, Bauer Broadcast Products, Granger Associates,
Palo Alto, California

Operational Amplifier Implementation of Ideal
Crossover Networks -J. Robert Ashley and Lawrence
E. Henne, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
Center, Colorado Springs, Colorado
A Low Noise Approach to the Mixer Stage Amplifier--P. B. Spranger and J. l'ritchett, Altec Lansing,
Anaheim, California
A Gain- Reduction Amplifier that Employs a
Junction Field -Effect Transistor as an Active
Element of a Resistive Divider -John P. Jarvis,
Northridge, California

Thursday, May 7, 1970 -7:30 P.M.
Golden State Room

SOUND REINFORCEMENT
Chairman: HERBERT M. JAFFE
Atlas Sound Division, American Trading
and Production Corp., Parsippany, N. J.

Design of a High Quality Public Address System
for Aircraft Use -:\Ilan J. Rosenheck: Bolt, I3eranek
and Newman. Inc., Van Nuys, California and James D.
Kronman, Lockheed California Company, Burbank,
California

Golden State Room

Acoustical Treatment and Sound Reinforcing
Systems for the Washington State Legislature -

MUSIC, SPEECH AND HEARING

Herbert 'I'. Chaudiere, Robin M. Towne and Associates. Seattle, \Vashington

The Design and Testing of Various Sound Reinforcement systems for the International Hotel,
Las Vegas, Nevada -Robert E. Reim, Hannon Engi-

Co- Chairman: J. JERROLD FERREE
United Recording Corp., Hollywood, Cali-

fornia

neering. Inc., Los Angeles, California

Providing Foldback with out-of -Phase Loud-

A

speakers- Edward

son, Andrew Berliner, J. Jerrold Ferree, and others to

S. Jones,

Brigham Young Uni-

versity, Provo, Utah

Multichannel Sound Systems for Multipurpose
Halls -Lewis S. Goodfriend, Goodfriend -Ostergaard
Associates, Subsidiary of Zum Industries, Inc., Cedar
Knolls, New Jersey
The Big Sound is on the Move with Disney on
Parade -Albert A. Huff, Hannon Engineering, Inc.,
Los Angeles, California and William E. Blanton,
Disney on Parade, Anaheim California

Sound Systems in Reverberant Rooms for Worship -David L. Klepper; Bolt, Beranek and Newman,
Downer's Grove, Illinois
7, 1970 -7:30 P.M.
Los Angeles Room

Thursday, May

AUDIO APPLIED TO EDUCATION,
SCIENCE, AND INDUSTRY
Chairman: NORMAN L. CHALFIN
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California
Acoustical Holography and its Potential as a Tool

Recording Studio Workshop, \Villiam

L. Robin-

be announced
A recording studio workshop will he held in several
recording studios in the Los Angeles /Hollywood area.
Actual live sessions will be conducted, and microphone
and multi -track recording techniques will be demonstrated and discussed. Dub -down, or reduction of the

multi -track tape to finished two -track tape recording,
will be demonstrated, using specialized and auxiliary
equipment. Further, the use of artificial reverberation
devices will be demonstrated and discussed.
NOTE: In order to attend the studio workshop, it is
necessary to be registered for the convention and to
return the reservation form no later than April 20,
1970 to:
Mr. Wm. L. Robinson, General Manager
Sunset Sound Recorders
6650 Sunset Boulevard
Hollywood, California 90028
(213) 469 -1186

For Studying Sound Fields -Alexander F. Metherell,
Douglas Advanced Research Laboratories, McDonnell
Douglas Corp., Huntington Beach, California
Audio Communications for the Scientist- Claron
L. Oakley, Audio- Digest Foundation, Glendale, California
Digital -Audio Industrial Control Devices -Clar ence Hemphill, Aeronautical Dept., California Institute of Technology, Pasadena. California

Multimedia Audio Visual Techniques and Related Sound Signal Actuation Techniques-Martin R. Klitter, The Klitter Company, Inc., Pacific
Palisades California

Transient Response of Earphones for Auditory

MASTER RECORDERS

Research -J. E. Jenkins -Lee, Department of Surgery,

HIGH -SPEED DUPLICATORS

Stanford University School of Medicine. Stanford,
California

CONDENSER MICROPHONES

Thursday, May 7, 1970 -6:30 P.M.
Bus Pick -Up for AES Registrants with Reservations Only at 7th Street Entrance of Hotel on
Lower Lobby
7:00

P.M.-Various

Recording Studios in the Holly-

wood'I.os Angeles Area

A

RECORDING STUDIO WORKSHOP

Chairman: WILLIAM L. ROBINSON

WIRELESS MICROPHONE SYSTEMS
COMPLETE SYSTEMS
TO MEET ALL
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO REQUIREMENTS

TRY THIS NEW EQUIPMENT
AT AES - BOOTHS 65 & 66

Sunset Sound Recorders, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia
Co- Chairman: ANDREW BERLINER

VEGA ELECTRONICS

Crystal Industries, Inc., Hollywood, Cali-

7115 DE LA CRUZ BOULEVARD
SANTA CLARA. CALIFORNIA 95050
408 243 2130

fornia

Circle
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M

anc Scales of
Measurement, Part 4
WAYNE RUDMOSE

is the concluding installment of this work.
Earlier sections dealt with various fields of measurement, the relationship of media to sound
propagation, and equipment for sound measurement and its use. The discussion on psychophysics
now wraps it up.

This

PSYCHOPHYSICS
Turning now to a new but allied subject, the field of psychophysics relates the psychological response of humans to
physical stimuli. The word "psycho-acoustics" is sometimes
used to describe the field if the stimulus is sound. In general,
man serves as part of the experimental apparatus and his
response-oral, written, or some other
based upon his
psychological judgment of the attribute under study. Some
measure of his psychological response must be developed
in order to quantify the relations between the physical
stimulus and the psychological response. For our purposes
there are three such psychological terms which need definition: loudness level, loudness, and noisiness.

-is

Wayne Rudmose is a group rice president of Tracor, Inc.,
located in Austin, Texas. The material of this series originally
appeared in the American Speech and hearing Association
Reports 4 (Februar), 1969).
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Loudness level is a hybrid term and does not represent a
true psychological unit of measure. It involves a psychological judgment but it is also characterized by a physical measurement of sound pressure level. By definition, loudness level
is the sound pressure level of a 1000 Hz pure -tone stimulus
that has been judged to be equally loud as the stimulus to be
defined .Thus if the loudness level of a noise is to be measured
directly, subjects must be asked to equate the loudness of a
1000 Hz stimulus with the noise. Once this equality has been
established the sound pressure level of the 1000 Hz signal is
measured and this level, expressed in phons (equal, for the
1000 Hz tone, to the sound pressure level in dB), becomes the
loudness level of the noise.
Of more interest to psychophysicists is the matter of the
true loudness of the noise. Loudness is a psychological measure, and it has been scaled by a number of experimenters.
The experiments of S. S. Stevens and E. Zwicker dominate
the literature dealing with this subject, and the methods
developed by these experimenters are the only ones in general
use by people in the field. The unit of loudness is the sone.
The sone is arbitrarily tied to the physical scale by setting
the value of the loudness of a 1000 Hz signal of 40 dB SPL
(also 40 phons) as having a loudness of one sone. All other
loudnesses are obtained by psychophysical judgments following the techniques of Stevens and Zwicker. Their techniques
are similar in many respects but their methods of calculation
differ principally in their interpretation of the effects of inhibition which takes place when humans listen to sound and
judge its loudness. Each procedure has its camp of followers,
and you will hear experimenters refer to "Stevens sones"
or "Zwicker sones." For the purposes of this particular
article it is my feeling that you can forget the subtle differences between these two procedures and accept the fact
that from an engineering point of view we are in a position to
calculate the loudness of a sound if we know its octave or one third octave spectrum.
The advent of commerical jet airplanes spurred investigations to establish the relative acceptability of the noise of
jet aircraft compared with the noise of propeller aircraft.
Research in this field led to the development of the concept
of noisiness. The unit of noisiness is the noy. The development of the noisiness scale paralleled the procedures used by
Stevens in developing the loudness scale. The noisiness in
noys, or the perceived noise level in PNdB, is principally
associated with the name of K. Killer. The perceived noise
level, expressed in a decibel form as PNdB, represents the
noisiness on a logarithmic scale rather than on the linear
scale of noys. The details of how one calculates the PNdB
value of a noise are not important at this point; but it is important to understand that if the octave or one-third octave
spectrum of a noise is known, one can calculate, by similar
procedures, the loudness in sones, the loudness level in phons,
the noisiness in noys, or the perceived noise level in the
PNdB. These values may differ somewhat for the same noise
spectrum; but as long as one restricts noisiness to airplane type noise, Krter feels there is a significant difference between noisiness and loudness and that these two concepts
are not the same. I think it only fair to point out that other
people in the field share a feeling that the concept of noisiness
may not differ significantly from loudness over a wide range
of noise characteristics. Research in this area has not been
extensive enough to decide the matter one way or another.
At present it would seem best, in my opinion, to limit the
application of the noisiness concept to jet aircraft and propeller aircraft noises.

MISCELLANEOUS TERMINOLOGY
Several other terms will probably appear during the course
of investigations and should be defined. One of these is
speech interference level (SIL). Many problems of noise con-

trol are related to establishing an environment conducive
to carrying on conversation by individuals separated by conventional distances and speaking in normal levels of speech.
It has been shown that the masking noise which lies within
the frequency range of approximately 500 to 5000 Hz is
important in determining the masking effect of the ambient
noise in terms of speech. The original psychophysical work
related masking to the average sound pressure levels measured in the three octave bands: 600-1200, 1200 -2400, 24004800 Hz. The numerical average of the dB values per octave
in these three octave bands is defined as the speech interference level. In terms of the new octave designation by center
frequencies, the corresponding SIL value is the average
sound pressure level measured in the 1000, 2000, and 4000
Hz hands. The term SIL can also mean the average SPL in
the 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz bands.
Criteria for various types of environments such as offices,
libraries, and theaters have been developed in several countries. The result is a series of sound spectra contours extending over a wide range of sound pressure level values. These
curves have been defined as Noise Contours (NC) and are
extremely useful in many aspects of noise -control work. An
acceptable NC contour for a given space will permit a spectrum which decreases in sound pressure level as the frequency
increases; that is, more low frequencies are permitted than
high frequencies. Spectral ranges have been established for a
wide variety of everyday activities, and these criteria are
published in the standard textbooks and in the scientific
literature.
A few closing comments must be made concerning the
terminology which you will hear used in connection with
various criteria where the stimulus, as related to the noise
criteria, will inevitably be given in terms of noise exposure.
It must be recognized that noise by itself is not the total
stimulus which is used to establish criteria, but it is the corn bination of noise and exposure time that is important. The
manner in which noise levels and time are combined results
in a noise exposure variable. The methods of combination
differ depending upon the subject.
In much the same way, the measurement of the human
response depends upon the subject. If the problem is damage
to hearing. The measurement of hearing is, at present, performed by pure-tone audiometry. The pure-tone audiometer
determines the sound pressure level at various frequencies at
which the subject just hears the pure tone. The difference
between the threshold level for the individual being tested
and the accepted normal threshold level for young individuals
is the measure of the hearing threshold shift at that particular frequency. If this shift is a temporary one, the difference is referred to as temporary threshold shift (TTS);
however, if this threshold shift is stable with time, it is referred to as a permanent threshold shift (PTS). For airport
noise problems, the measure is the "annoyance" or the "complaint" level of the community. In other cases speech interference level is the measure -and so it goes.
It is inevitable that within the small space of this presentation certain terminology which should have been defined and
discussed will have been omitted. An attempt has been made
to cover the major topics in terms of their terminology, their
concepts, and their definitions.
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How To

The db
Bookcase
As a service to our readers we are pleased
to offer these books from prominent technical publishers. All prices listed are the
publishers' net. Shipping charges are

included.
Use the coupon at the bottom of the page
or give the complete title, author and coupon
number. Be sure to indicate quantity on the
special instructions line if more than one
cony of a title is wanted. Full payment must
accompany your order. We cannot ship
c.o.d. Checks or money orders should be
made payable to Sagamore Publishing Cornpan y, Inc. Because of the time required to
process orders, allow several weeks for the
receipt of books.

PRACTICAL PA GUIDEBOOK: HOW
TO INSTALL, OPERATE AND SERVICE

THE TECHNIQUE OF
THE SOUND STUDIO

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS
by Norman H. Crowhurst. 1967. This book
gives all the basics needed to become a successful PA operator, in any situation where
the reinforcement, relay, or distribution of
sound can provide a service. It shows how to
properly install, operate and service public
address systems. All aspects of the subject,
from survey to the selection of appropriate
equipment, to installation, to routine operation and the maintenance of a finished system, are covered. Attention is given to solving problems encountered in providing successful service. The book's systematic and
practical approach makes it highly useful to
radio -TV servicemen, hobbyists, and PA
equipment manufacturers. 136 pages; 6 x 9;
illus; softbound.

by Alec Nisbett. This is a handbook on radio
and recording techniques, but the principles
described are equally applicable to film and
television sound It describes how the high-

$3.95 ($4.60 in Canada)
Circle 15 on Coupon Below

Test and Maintenance
INTERMODULATION AND
HARMONIC DISTORTION
HANDBOOK
by Howard M. Tremaine. A complete refer-

Broadcasting
RADIO BROADCASTING
L. Hilliard. Each of the five
chapters has been written by a prominent
educator with an extensive background of
practical experience in commercial and educational broadcasting The areas covered include: management and programming, operating and studio facilities, producing and directing, writing, performing. For those of you
who want to, or must, operate on both sides
of the control room, this is virtually required
reading. 190 pages;
x 914; indexed;

edited by Robert

ence guidebook on audio signal intermodulation and harmonic distortion. 172 pages;
534 x 8y; softbound.
$4.25 ($5.25 in Canada)
Circle 9 on Coupon Below

6y

ACOUSTICAL

TESTS

AND MEASUREMENTS
by Don Davis. Provides a solid understanding of the entire subject of acoustical measurements; based on actual field test work,

Reference

using commercial equipment. Contains practical, time- saving solutions to actual problems
encountered in the field; minimum math is required for understanding. The author is an
expert in this field, and an authority on auditorium acoustics. An invaluable book for
phone company special service engineers,
plant maintenance engineers, communications engineers, noise control specialists, architectural engineers, broadcast engineers
and technicians, hi -fi fans and students. 192
pages; 534 x 854; hardbound.
$6.95 ($8.35 in Canada)
Circle 7 on Coupon Below

HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONIC TABLES
FORMULAS, (3rd Edition)
A one -stop source for all charts, tables, for&

mulas, laws, symbols, and standards used in

electronics. Devotes complete sections to
items of interest to service technicians and to
circuit design data. Includes a 8 -page, full color fold -out chart showing latest FCC allocations for the entire frequency spectrum.
232 pages; 534 x 834; hardbound

$5.50 ($6.60 in Canada)
Circle 8 on Coupon Below
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Sagamore Publishing Company, Inc.

980 Old Country Road, Plainview, N.Y. 11803
Please send me the books
have circled below. My full remittance in the amount
is enclosed. N.Y. State residents add 5% sales tax.
of $
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Special Instructions

comprehensive guide to the design, construction, and testing of all types of attenuators, equalizers, and wave filters for the
practicing audio technician or engineer. This
authoritative text is one of the few written
on the subject, and requires only nominal
mathematical background. Written in easy to- understand language, the content presents
the basic design, construction, and testing
considerations without the confusion often
associated with passive networks. 288 pages;
x 8
softbound.
$5.50 ($6.45 in Canada)
Circle 5 on Coupon Below

5; ;;

THE AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA
(2nd EDITION)
by Dr.

Howard M. Tremaine. New and

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

the complete audio refersingle volume. It provides
the most comprehensive information on
every aspect of the audio art. This new
edition includes the latest audio developments including the most recent solid -state
systems and integrated circuits. It covers all
subjects in the fields of acoustics, recording,
and reproduction with more than 3400
related topics. Each topic can be instantly
located by a unique index and reference
system. More than 1600 illustrations and
schematics help make complicated topics
masterpieces of clarity. 1760 pages; 61/2 x
9 -3/8; hardbound.
$29.95 ($35.95 in Canada)
Circle 20 on Coupon Below
is
a

ACOUSTICS -ROOM DESIGN
AND NOISE CONTROL
by Michael Rettinger. 1968. The enormous
problems and hazards presented by noise
are dealt within an orderly and practical

With many charts,

graphs, and
examples, the text covers the
physics of sound, room acoustics, and design, noise and noise reduction. The author's
many years of experience in the field and
extensive knowledge (set down in two
earlier books on acoustics) make this work
a boon to
architects, builders, designers,
planners, and engineers. 392 pages; hard-

40
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PASSIVE AUDIO NETWORK DESIGN
by Howard M. Tremaine. A complete and

practical

Name

City

8;4; clothbound.
$10.50 ($11.95 in Canada)
Circle 1 on Coupon Below
x

manner.

I

24

the elaborately equipped studio but also
with simple equipment out on location. 264
pages; 60 diagrams; glossary; indexed; 54

updated, here
ence library in

clothbound.
$6.95 ($8.35 in Canada)
Circle 2 on Coupon Below
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est standards may be achieved not only in

Zip

bound.
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$17.50 ($20.90 in Canada)
Circle 21 on Coupon Below
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With regard to the use of the Ortofon
transformer; a performance comparison of the low impedance system
versus the transformer and a standard
preamp system will readily demonstrate the superiority of the low impedance system in signal -to-noise and
distortion improvement.
\ly statement regarding the wide
bandwidth of the preamplifier was intended to indicate the performance
potential of the preamplifier. Certainly,
one cannot hear 300 KHz. but the
transient performance of the preamplifier offered by wide bandwidth is indisputable. There may not be program
material down at 10 Hz. but the subharmonic feel of low bass passages is
often desirable for optimum sound
reproduction.
The RIAA equalization curve does
recommend rolloff below 30 Hertz
primarily to cover up rumble and noise
performance in both turntables and
preamplifiers. When a top quality
turntable with low rumble performance
is used with the preamplifier ,noise and
rumble below 30 Hertz are not evident
in listening tests on the best wide -range
loudspeaker systems available.
The measurement of signal -to -noise
performance of a preamplifier with
equalization is not an easy one and most
standards are inaccurate in this regard.
Since the equalization network provides low- frequency boost and high frequency attenuation, low -frequency
noise components are exaggerated beyond their true value. The proper way
to measure the preamplifier signal -tonoise performance of this system is to
construct a preamplifier with the opposite equalization curve of the phono
preamplifier and insert it and a band pass filter which is ±3 dB down at 20
Hertz and 20k Hertz between the phono
preamplifier and a vtvm. Playing a test
record recorded at a velocity of
cm. /sec. through the system will produce a reference output level which will
be +5 dßm. at the output of the phono
preamplifier. 'l'hen, remove the pickup
arm from the record and measure the
residual noise with the cartridge connected. This measurement will provide
a test that is typical of actual performance in a reproduction system.
I would be most interested to evaluate
your company's new preamplifier. How
will it compare under the measurement
test I have described above?
:Ulan P. Smith
2 -15k

Closing date is the fifteenth of the second
month preceding the date of issue. Send
copy to:
Classified Ad Dept.

db
THE SOUND ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

980 Old Country Road
Plainview, New York 11803
Rates are

50c

a

1
Fairchild Audio Console;
excellent condition; 8 mic inputs; 4 line

FOR SALE:

inputs; 2 echo sound channels and 2 echo
returns; 2 output channels; 2 Weston VU
meters; 2 Fairchild compressors. $6000.
Etteilla Enterprises, Inc. New York, N. Y.

(212) 254 -7992.

word for commercial adver-

tisements. Non -commercial and employment
offered or wanted placements are accepted
at

25c per word.

EMPLOYMENT
PROFESSIONAL RECORDING PERSONNEL SPECIALISTS. A service for employers and job seekers. Call today! Smith's
Personnel Service, 1457 Broadway, N.Y.C.
10036. Alayne Spertell 212 WI 7 -3806.

JOIN A TEAM. We're seeking the best
minds in the professional audio industry.
Openings exist in Engineering Management, R & D, and Project Engineering. Extensive experience and /or BSEE required.
These are rewarding positions, with creative
challenge, and responsibility. Please send
resume with salary requirements to Box 3A,
db Magazine 980 Old Country Road,
Plainview, N. Y. 11803.

YOUNG SALES ENGINEER needed by
FOR SALE

-

one to
SCULLY TAPE RECORDERS
twenty-four track and model 270 auto players,
many models in stock for immediate delivery.
Previously owned and
SCULLY LATHES
rebuilt. Variable or automatic pitch. Complete cutting systems with Westrex heads.
MIXING CONSOLES
Custom designed
using Wiegand Audio Lab modules. From
$7,000.00. Wiegand Audio Laboratories,
3402 Windsor Road, Wall, New Jersey
07719. Phone: 201 681 -6443.

-

-

SOLID -STATE AUDIO PLUG -IN OCTAL

(1"

Dia x 2" H) modules. Mic preamps, disc
tape preamp -equalizers, tape bias osc. &
record ampi., power amps & power supplies. Send for Free catalog and audio applications. Opamp Labs., 172 So. Alta

reputable manufacturing firm of professional
audio equipment. Some knowledge of
application engineering. Opportunity for
advancement. Little travel, offices in New
York City. Write Box 1A, db Magazine,
980 Old Country Road, Plainview, N. Y.

11803.

SALES ENGINEER. Head up national sales
for manufacturer of acoustical products for
in Hearing Aid, Business Machine,
Military. Old established firm has
opening due to illness of present Vice

OEM
and

President of Sales. Located Long Island,
New York. Write Box 4A, db Magazine,
980 Old Country Road, Plainview, New
York 11803.

&

Vista Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90036.
BEST WAY TO GET INTO 4- CHANNEL:
Crown CX -744, excellent, head wear
negligible, with Trac -Sync, to -z output.
$1600. (Approximately $3000 new.) Field,
833 Las Lomas, Pacific Palisades, California 454 -1050.

www.americanradiohistory.com

SERVICE

country's

TECHNICIAN. One of the
foremost professional equipment

importers seeks ambitions lab technician
with enough imagination and ingenuity to
handle the repairs on a wide variety of
equipment under the supervision of a
European graduate engineer. Salary open.
Contact Mr. Delamater, Gotham Audio
Corporation, 2 West 46th Street. New York,
N. Y. 10036 (212) 265 4111.

J

u,
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Hp oenings

Switchcraft has announced the sale
of its audio -visual division according to
Wilfred L. Larson, president of the
company. Robert D. Hall, former sales
manager of the division will head a
new company. Avedex, Inc. to continue the line and handle its distribution. According to Mr. I.arson, the sale
was motivated by a need to place
greater concentration on other Switch craft products such as plume jacks and
plugs, connectors, switches, and molded
cable assemblies.

Allen

The explosive growth of the tape
duplication industry has prompted an
announcement of the major reorganization of American Tape Duplicators.

In another announcement from J13L
was noted that Bart N. Locanthi
has been promoted from v. -p. engineering at JBI, to v. -p research for all
Jervis divisions (JBL is a Jervis Co:por<ation company)

ADT president Richard Allen

said
management committee to hell) guide the future
growth. The committee is formed of
Mr. Allen, Warren Gray, executive
v.p. and secretary, Jay Leanse, v.p.
and director of sales, Donald Anderson, v.p. and director of operations,
and Stanley Moss, treasurer and administration. Mr. Allen and Mr. Gray
have long experience in the duplication
field. Both go hack to the mid fifties
when they worked for Bel Canto, a

that the company is forming

it

a

division of TRW. In 1962 they formed
the present company with an investment of $1000. The remaining men on
the committee have joined the company
more recently.

Craig

H. Stevenson is now manager of James B. Lansing Sound,
Inc.'s new professional applications division. The division is a result of a
merger of the professional products and
O1ìNI branches of the JBL corporate
structure. In the announcement by
Barney Rigney, director of marketing
for JBI. it was noted that Mr. Stevenson has an extensive background in
commercial sound and professional
audio marketing. Prior to coming to
J131., he was sales manager for the
Procast division of Harman - Kardon,
Inc. and earlier was consumer products
manager for Jerrold Electronics Corporation. For the past six months, he
has been manager of the Procast division at J BL.

Flanked by Representative Charlotte T. Reid and Senator Charles
H. Percy, Jack Stone (on the left

center) president of DuKane Corporation accepts the President's E .\ward
for outstanding contribution to the
nation's export expansion program.
Making the award is Rocco C. Siciliano, Under Secretary of Commerce
(with glasses). Export sales of electronic
sound communications equipment now
account for more than 10 per cent of the
St. Charles, Illinois firm.

The Rupert Neve Company continues to install consoles all over the
world. Recent installations have been
made at the Arne Bendilsen in Oslo,
Norway (this was an 8 -track console)
and smaller desks have gone into Yugoslavian and Swiss studios. Several desks
are headed for Spain and one will soon
be installed in Whitney Recording on
the \Vest Coast.

A

new company has been formed to
provide consultant services and to
represent the Westrex Division of
Litton Industries in the Northeast
portion of the U. S. The company is
Alpha Sound Equipment Corp. and
is based in the Bronx, New York.
William J. Lauiff is the company
president.

.\t

this moment,

a

group of adventur-

ous audio men are somewhere in the

Plunkett
Brad Plunkett has been appointed
director of engineering at United Re-

cording Electronic Industries. of
North Hollywood. California. For the

CO

past three years he has been an engineering consultant, specializing in the
fields of professional audio and electronic music. Prior to joining FREI
he was with the Thomas Organ Company where he was senior engineer. He
holds eight U.S. patents and a number
of foreign ones in the music and audio
fields, with six others pending.

Soviet Union visiting various audio
installations. John Woram helped
organize the trip, officially sponsored
by the Citizen Exchange Corp., and
he and Christina Woram are there.
Included in the group are Alfred Bruck
and Jack Clink, respectively president
and director of sound devices at Capital
Film Labs of Washington D. C. and
Randall Kling a recording engineer
based in Chicago with the RCA record
division. When the trip returns we
expect interesting editorial material
from John on Soviet, Czech, and East
and \Vest Berlin audio.
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Hofman
news item front Sennheiser states
that Cornelis Hofman has been ap-

A

pointed v. -p. marketing and sales for
the New York based company. Mr.
Hofman comes from Amsterdam, Holland where he can look back on more
than twenty years of experience with
Sennheiser and other products with the
N. V. Kinotechniek.

You Hear
3 Vore

Octaves
The
Sound
Of
KOSS

In

MODEL ESP -7 ELECTROSTATIC STEREOPHONES at $79.00
Now get the thrilling reproduction of super -wide range. fatigue-:ree music at
even lower cost than some conventional dynamic headphones. The latest
addition to the breakthrough development of electrostatics by Koss is the
lightweight Model ESP -7 at only $79.00. Better than any speaker system. you
feel, as well as hear, the thunder of the 64 foot pipes of an organ. You experience the living, breathing reality of your favorite vocalist, the sparkle and
tinkle of the celesta, crystal -like clear, with veritably measureless distortion.

MODEL ESP -7
tic Stereophones
rte with
SE -7 energizer
and individual
machine -run
resoonse curve.

$79.00

The ESP -7 connects to the speaker terminals of any good amplifier easily,
quickly. It is self- powered by a small energizer in line with the cord containing
convenient switch to mute the speakers. containing the matching transformers, and provision for a second headset (Model ESP -A, $59.00) for simultaneous listening by two people.
As with all Koss Electrostatic Stereophones. the frequency response is so
outstanding that each headset comes with its own individual. machine-run
response curve. Write today for catalog of Electrostatic Stereophones containing full information on the new ESP -7, ESP -6. and astounding new ESP -9
Studio Monitor Stereophones. Or better yet, visit your hi fi dealer and ask for
a demonstration of The Sound of Koss.

SPECIFICATIONS

-

Frequency Response Range. Typical: 35- 13.003 Hz
6 do 'B'. cctaves) B
An indiv dual machine -run respo -se curve acrosnoan,es earn -edcset a.,et:

g

1-0 Hz w 8 db.
to subscription

to speciLcat ons.

-out. Total
kHz re'e'ed ir 0 0002 dv ^es r
Sensitivity: 90 db SPL at
Iscia: c' 4.c-ß E:cni, hose: 40 db
Harmonic Distortion: Less than '. o'
o cf 7'0 db SPL
-:,nm
ampliaverage through the and ble 'once. Source Impedance: Des,enc'.;
al should no'
lier output
Power Handling Capability: Var, °..m cC' i rruo_s pcc'as'reed 10 setts 112 wattsl. External Power Requirements: None.
1

1
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m
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KOSS ELECTRONICS INC.
2227 North 31st Street
Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53208
KOSS ELECTRONICS S. r. I.
%La

'a-ese, Italia

New Music
Mastering Tapes.
They give you maximum flexibility for
multi -track recording, 3 db more
dynamic range to work with. Choose
increased signal -to- noise, more
headroom or combination of both to

suit your sound. Longer wearing,
with built -in protection against
handling damage. Hear the full
advantages from your "Scotch" Brand
representative. Or write Magnetic
Products Division, 3M Center,
St. Paul, Minn. 55101.
,RADE..,

OF TO CO.

371,4%
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